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Permits

3.1

Once you have the trail alignment confirmed and have consulted with developers,
you will be anxious to begin construction. However, do not proceed until you
have all the required permits and licenses, otherwise development may be
delayed. Allow for sufficient time to receive approvals, especially for high development trails. Generally, an urban trail requires more permits than a primitive trail
because it can have such structural features as washroom facilities, vendor huts,
and lighting.
It would be ideal to acquire permits and licences from one source, but there are
different procedures for each. In turn, procedures sometimes vary between
communities. Halifax Regional Municipality and Sydney have building inspectors
who verify the standards. Other communities do not have permanent inspectors
on hand and the town offices are responsible for issuing permits and often issue
many of the permits.
The following is a list of permits you may need before developing your trail and
where you can get them.
If your municipality does not have the departments listed, contact the municipal
head office for permits.
PERMITS

MUNICIPAL

PROVINCIAL

Land Use (read
1.5 Land Access)

Dev’t & Planning

Natural Resources
Municipal Affairs

Building

Engineering &
Works

Foundation

Dev’t & Planning

Electrical

Dev’t & Planning

Fire-code
Inspection

Fire Dept.

Plumbing

Dev’t & Planning

FEDERAL

Fire Marshall

Water (hydro)

Environment

Drainage

Environment

Shoring &
Excavation

Natural Resources

Cdn Coast
Guard*

Signs (on roads)

Engineering &
Works

Transportation

Transport Canada

Road
Construction

Engineering &
Works

Transportation

Transport Canada

• in navigable waters, filling federally owned waters / wetlands
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3.2

Clearing and Grubbing
3.2.1 CLEARING
Clearing involves removing obstructions and pruning and cutting trees that
impede movement along the trail. Clearing is done to make the corridor meet the
dimensions of the right-of-way (refer to 3.3 Right Of Way). The trail corridor and
the location of structures need to be completely finalized and marked appropriately before any clearing begins so that nothing is cleared unnecessarily.
In general, it is best to avoid cutting mature and large trees, however, it is acceptable to trim the lower branches. Shrubs and small trees that will grow rapidly into
the right-of-way should be removed, but ground cover plants can be left up to the
tread edges. Study the information from the site inventory and analysis, be aware
of what can and cannot be cleared. As an example, some trees grow in interdependent patches that are easily threatened by the removal of one tree. These trees
should not be cleared.
Clearing Methods
It is important to ensure that every worker practices safety while doing clearing
and grubbing work, and takes extra precautions such as wearing protective
helmets and metal pants and carrying first aid materials and knowing how to use
them.

Cutting trees

Cutting Trees
To cut large trees, use an axe or chainsaw to make a notch in the direction the tree
is to fall. It is best to direct the fall away from the trail to reduce further labour.
On the other side, make a cut above the height of the notch, and the tree should
fall. Twisted or leaning trees should be assisted with a winch. If the tree will not be
used for later purposes, cut it into lengths that are easy to remove. Cut trees close
to the ground so people won’t trip over them and to keep stumps from sprouting.
Limbing Trees
Small branches, twigs, and vines can be removed with lopping shears and pruning
saws: power saws are too damaging. Branches need to be cut with care: poor
limbing will damage the growth of the tree. Make clean cuts flush to the tree on
the limbs protruding into the right-of-way. Winter-use trails may require that
higher limbs be cut because snow makes them bend over. Larger branches should
be trimmed using a series of three cuts, as shown in the diagram. This will prevent
a strip of bark being torn off when the limb falls. Leave a 6 mm (1/4”) stub to
ensure that infection and insects cannot easily access the tree. Cover scars and
stubs larger than 2.5 cm in diameter with a tar dressing for protection against
insects and disease.

Limbing trees

3.2.1
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Brush Cutting
Clear brush with either a brush saw or hand tools, such as an axe and brush
whip. Brush grows very quickly, especially when exposed to sunlight, so it needs
to be cleared annually. The ideal time to clear brush is in the late summer and
early fall when it tends to grow most slowly. Cut brush squarely and close to the
ground without leaving spiked stubs.
Safety and sensibility:
It is important to stress the need for safe techniques and procedures on the
development site. The Occupational Health and Safety Division of Department
of Labour has a document titled The Forest Professional. It explains how to safely
fell trees with the proper equipment, protective gear, and felling techniques.
Get a copy from the Government Bookstore. It is the developer’s responsibility to
enforce these safety guidelines with all employees / volunteers building the trail.

Brush cutting

3.2.2 GRUBBING
Grubbing removes and disposes of stumps, roots, and other organic material. Not
all stumps need to be removed if they are flush to the ground. You will have to
make a judgement call based on the site: what the trail is for, the type of soil,
erosion, and the drainage patterns. Typically, the tread width is grubbed, but not
always the entire right-of-way. In order to minimize erosion, delay removing stubs
and roots from a slope that will be graded until tread construction begins.
Not all trails are fully grubbed. Trails for mountain biking or wilderness hiking
sometimes leave matter in the ground except for stumps (which may puncture a
tire) or very large boulders. Minor obstructions in the tread are generally
welcomed by these trail users.
Grubbing Methods
Stumps may stay in the ground, provided they are cut 30 cm below grade.
The second option is to completely remove stumps and roots. Never opt to use
herbicides for killing roots, as this will injure other vegetation. Grubbing can be
done by tools or small hydraulic equipment. Equipment is damaging to narrow
trails because it needs a wide space to manoeuvre, and a narrow trail will end up
much wider than intended. Use an old axe or a grub-hoe to cut the roots and
a pry bar to dislodge the stump from the soil. Small stumps (less than 5 cm in
diameter) can be left to rot. Once the grubbing operation is completed, rake the
surface smooth in preparation for tread construction.

Grubbing
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3.2.3 REMOVAL AND DISPOSAL
A large amount of “waste” results from clearing and grubbing, particularly when
developing new corridors through a wooded area. All material should be removed
from the trail tread. Inorganic waste is removed completely from the site, organic
waste can stay on-site, provided it is discarded properly. Small branches, roots,
and soils can be scattered along the side of the trail. If large cut trees are to remain
on-site, section them and leave them at right angles to the trail. For the safety of
the trail users, debris should not be placed any closer than two metres from the
trail right-of-way. Depending on the type of trail, the aesthetic factor will
determine how far the debris should be placed. For instance, waste would be best
located at least 10 metres away from an interpretative trail. Avoid burning waste
on site and do not leave waste in a pile: it is unsightly and a fire hazard. Do not
throw waste down a slope: it encourages erosion.
Certain “wastes” from clearing can actually be recycled for the trail construction.
Some trees are ideal for making a log bridge, a puncheon, or steps. Cut trees can
also be used for campground firewood. A mechanical chipper turns trees and
branches into woodchips suitable for a trail surface. A mixture of wet grubbing
and clearing wastes makes good mulch for the base of newly planted trees and
shrubs.

3.2.3
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Right-of-Way

3.3

The right-of-way (ROW) is best described as the area above and to the sides of the
tread that is cleared for easy and safe movement of the trail user. Picture the rightof-way as the length, width, and height that creates a tunnel.
The dimensions of the right-of-way depend on the trail activity and whether there
is one-way or two-way traffic. Generally, a narrow ROW (clearing width) is acceptable for hiking, while a higher and wider ROW is required for portaging a canoe,
snowmobiling, and horseback riding. Certain circumstances will require
decreasing or increasing standard dimensions for safety reasons. Operators may
want to manage the speed of the users along a particular stretch, in which case,
a narrow width effectively reduces speed (given that safety is not sacrificed).
When this is the case there should be greater widths at corners and steep slopes.
Clearing height is as important as the width for high-speed and equestrian
activities and particularly for winter activities. The clearing height must account
for the greatest possible snowfall amount and sagging snow-covered branches.
Your trail’s ROW may also need to accommodate machinery, such as a track
groomer, a maintenance vehicle, or perhaps an emergency vehicle.
ROW width ranges from 91 cm (3’) to 4.9 m (16’) and the height ranges from
2.4 m (8’) to 3.6 m (12’), depending on the trail activities, level of use, safety
standards, and so on.
Site visibility is an important factor when determining the amount of vegetative
material to cut. Where motorized use of the trail is to occur, visibility is required
on inside curves to provide a horizontal sight distance of 120 meters (400 feet).
This means removing trees, limbs, and woody brush growing within the trail
right-of-way and above the trail surface to improve sight lines. It may be desirable
to replace cleared vegetation with natural, low, native, shrubs and wildflowers.
Where cycling and pedestrian traffic are the dominant activities, the horizontal
sight distance required is 45 meters (150 feet).
Preparing the trail’s ROW does not necessarily involve clearing and grubbing. In
the case of old logging roads and railways, the right-of-way is sometimes inappropriately wide, and it is desirable to let vegetation grow and to plant new growth.
This will improve the aesthetic appeal and keep users from wandering off the
tread. An open area such as a field is not defined with a ROW width and height,
so signage or markers are needed.
Note: Refer to 3.10, Recommendations for Trail Types, for specific ROW measurements.
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3.4

The Trail Tread
The tread is the portion of a trail on which the users pass. By this definition, the
tread is also the bridge, puncheon, boardwalk, and stepping stones. But it is the
tread on ground which is of concern in this section. The tread consists of the
ground, a subbase, and a surface.
The width of tread depends on the activity, the level of use, and whether traffic
moves in one or two directions. Refer to 3.10 Recommendations For Trail Types
for tread widths. To the side of the tread are ‘shoulders’; together, the shoulders
and tread give the right-of-way width.

3.4.1 TERRAIN CONDITIONS
Most likely, your trail has been aligned on flat terrain and varied slopes. There are
techniques for constructing trails on varied terrain. The technique depends on
three conditions of the terrain:
• drainage: moving water and still water
• slope
• soil composition and subgrade
Drainage
Tread construction is concerned with both ground water and surface water (rain
and melted snow). Look for spots in the corridor alignment that show a tendency
to hold water (still water) and note where water flows (moving water). It is best to
monitor this in the spring or fall.
Slope
The slope is simply a change in level of terrain. Slope is measured in the
percentage change of the rise (vertical distance) in relation to the run (horizontal
distance) of a section of terrain. It is calculated as:
rise ÷ run = % of slope
The greater the percentage, the steeper the terrain.
The slope can also be expressed in a ratio and degrees. Degrees is the measurement found when using a clinometre (an instrument for measuring slopes). It can
also be calculated if the percentage is already known. Using a scientific calculator
divide the percentage by 100 and press the “2ndF” key (second function) or “Inv”
key (inverse), then press the “tan” (tangent) key. The ratio expresses one unit of
length in the rise and the length of the run in multiples of that specified unit. This
is more easily explained in an example.

Slope

3.4.1

If the ratio for a slope is 1:4, this means that for every 1 metre in rise (for
example), the run extends 4 metres. So if the rise is 12 metres the run is 48
metres.
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The following diagrams demonstrate the relationship of the three ways to express
the measurement of a slope.

Figure
a
~
~
b
~
c

SLOPE
Ratio
Percentage
Rise:Run
1:1
1:2
1:3
1:4
1:5
1:10

100 %
50 %
33 %
25 %
20 %
10 %

Degree
45°
27°
18°
14°
11°
6°
Figure A

The term grade or gradient will be referred to often from this point on. It is another
term for slope, but it describes the slope of a section of the tread, not the terrain.
The equation for finding the grade percentage is the same as for the slope of
terrain (rise ÷ run = %).The terms cross-slope, sideslope, or outslope will be used
often as well. They refer to the slope measured from one side of the trail to the
other.
Soil
The soil composition is of utmost importance because it lengthens or shortens the
life of the trail. Good soils drain water and resist erosion on slopes. A house needs
a sturdy foundation to support the frame structure and the weight of everything
contained within. The same holds true for a trail; a good earth foundation is
needed to support the tread surface, forgive wear and tear, and defend against
climatic forces. The soils on site should have already been examined during the
site inventory stage. Read Identifying Soils in the Appendices for hints on distinguishing the “good” soils from the “bad.”

Figure B

Figure C

3.4.2 TREAD CONSTRUCTION
Some basic tools and a group of hard-working people are needed to build the
tread. Common tools for subbase construction are mattocks, grub hoes, and
shovels. Machinery and equipment may be necessary for difficult jobs. Grubbing
is essentially the first step in tread construction; it is the preparation stage. Clear
all stumps within the tread area, especially where the earth will be reworked (cut,
crowned, etc.). See 3.2.2 Grubbing.
There are four techniques for developing the subbase (tread foundation) before
the tread surface can be applied; crown, cut, fill, and cut and fill. Water, slope,
and soil conditions vary from one section of the trail to the others, therefore more
than one of these techniques may be needed.
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Note on Diagrams:
The following diagrams are
representations that help explain
construction techniques.
Some are cross-sections others are
plans or elevations.

Crown
On flat or slightly sloped (5%) ground the subbase is crowned. Crowning is a
modest arch across the width of the tread which allows surface water to quickly
move off the tread. The crown will not always be enough to direct running water
so extra measures can be applied (e.g., waterbars, grade dips). The height of the
centre point of the arch is equivalent to 4% of the tread width. For a tread 240 cm
wide, the height of the centre is 9.6 cm (240 x 0.04 = 9.6 cm). The soil used for
crowning needs to be mostly gravel with some combination of sand, loam, and
silt. On-site soils may just need to be reworked into a crown, but if they are not
suitable or plentiful, new soil has to be imported.
A tread on a moist area can be built with granular fill, which is crowned and
contained by boulders or log stringers along the tread edges. This is not ideal
however, because it alters the waterflow exchange. The ecosystem is blocked and
divided, changing the state of the environment (e.g., wetland drys and solidifies).
In some cases boardwalks or puncheons are more suitable because they are
friendlier to the environment. Structures for crossing wet areas are described and
illustrated in 3.8 Techniques For Crossing Wetlands, Streams, and Rivers.
Trails on railways already have a nearly acceptable tread foundation in many cases.
Much of the headache of working with slopes, soils, and drainage is already taken
care of. The railway needs to be modified: fill the holes where railway-ties and
growth were removed. The foundation is improved by crowning the earth. This
will also send water off the trail into the ditches. Material may need to be transported if the existing soil on the railway is not suitable.

Crown

3.4.2
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Cut
The cut method is used for a trail travelling along the side of
a steep slope. The earth is excavated into the side of the
sloped terrain to make the ground nearly level for the tread.
This technique is not used all that often because it requires
extensive labour and allows only a narrow tread width. Also,
a cut tread can be dangerous because the land drops immediately off the side of a narrow trail. This may call for the
installation of a fence. In unstable soil, a retaining wall is
needed for the sloped portion above the tread and
sometimes one for the portion below the tread.

Cut

The tread must be outsloped to direct water off the trail and downhill. An
outslope is a slant in the tread with the downhill side slightly lower than the
uphill side. The outslope is usually 3% meaning that if the tread is 180 cm wide,
the uphill side of the tread is 5 cm higher (180 cm X .03 = 5.4 cm) than the
downhill side, thereby creating the incline that guides water downhill.
The portion of terrain that has been cut away now creates a new slope called the
backslope. This backslope needs to be cut in such a way that it does not erode
over time. The ratio of the cut depends upon the type of soil. In most cases a 1.5:1
backslope cut is acceptable. See the table for the ratio appropriate for different
soils.

Cut Ratios for Backslope
Soil
Stable Rock
Loose rock
Loose soil
with gravel
Damp clay
Sand

Ratio
(run:rise)
0.25:1
0.5:1
1.5 or 2:1
2 or 3:1
3 or 4:1

Fill
The fill technique is when material is deposited onto the
slope to make a level tread. This method is seldom used independently other than on sections of a modest slope. It
requires an abundance of very good fill material, which often
means imported material. Erosion can be a problem if the fill
is not retained by a wall on the downhill side, or if not
properly compacted.
The tread is outsloped at 3 %.
Fill

Cut and Fill
Cut and fill is the most successful technique for building a
trail across modest to moderate slopes. It is a combination of
the cut technique and fill technique. It allows the tread to be
as wide on a hill as it is on flat terrain. Plant growth on the
cut and fill slopes, encouraged with topsoil and organic
material (leaves, shredded wood) will help the earth resist
sliding.
The tread is outsloped at 3 %.
The fill should be compacted as it is being placed.
Cut and fill
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3.4.3 SURFACES
Numerous surface materials are suitable for trails. They vary in firmness, smoothness, and durability, so each is most appropriate only for certain types of activity.
To choose the best surface material for your trail, you must consider which activities your trail will offer and what properties the surface material will have. The
costs and availability of the different materials may complicate your decision.
The surfacing material should be visually compatible with the surroundings.
An asphalt or concrete surface is not in harmony with a more natural site
(country, oceanside, etc.) and natural soils are typically unfitting in an urban
setting. It is preferable to use materials indigenous to the site, not just for aesthetic
reasons, but mainly to protect the ecology. The chemicals in soil cement, concrete,
and asphalt introduce chemical agents to the environment that the trail is
supposed to protect. Chips made from wood that is foreign to the types of trees
on site can disrupt the growth of these living trees.
Natural Surfaces
Existing soil and overlaying organic matter (“duff”) are sometimes all that is
needed for a trail surface. On primitive trails, rocks and tree roots are left in the
tread unless they cause a major obstruction.
Activity

A trail with a natural surface is suitable for wilderness, backcountry, and some frontcountry hiking, horseback riding,
mountain biking, motored riding, and winter activity

Advantages

It is easy to develop as there is no subbase preparation needed. It
costs next to zero for there are no new materials, no installation,
and little maintenance.

Disadvantages Terrain is mostly uneven therefore it is limiting to those unfit or
with poor mobility and prohibits wheelchairs and strollers.
Uneven surfaces can be unsafe (tripping). Maintenance is mostly
only in the spring for drainage, erosion, and cut growth.
Application

3.4.3

Remove any obstructive rocks, roots, and stumps and fill over
with existing on-site soils.
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Woodchips
Mulch made of brush and tree limbs is spread on a minimally prepared subbase.
Chip the brush and limbs removed during clearing for a very inexpensive material
(the only cost being the rental of the chipper). This way, less of the environment’s
materials are used for more purposes. Otherwise, it would be burned or dumped.
You will likely need more woodchips than clearing operations produce, in which
case you can approach a local sawmill to donate woodchips or you can purchase
them.
Activity

A trail whose surface is covered in woodchips is suitable for
hiking, walking, running, horseback riding, provided there is
minimal horse traffic.

Advantages

Woodchips give a trail a natural looking appearance. They
cushion foot-to-surface impact for runners and quiet foot traffic.
Preparation is minimal, therefore, construction is simple and
inexpensive. Wood chips dissipate surface water quickly after
rain, making it ideal for sites which are recurrently wet, such as
approaches to corduroys, boardwalks, and bridges.

Disadvantages The chips do not compact well and tend to disperse beyond the
trail tread. The surface is not firm enough for bicycles, strollers,
and wheelchairs. Because chips wash away and decompose, the
tread needs to be resurfaced
every one to two years.
Application

Usually there is no subbase,
except 15 cm of gravel where soft
soil needs to be hardened. Log or
rock edges are options that will
help keep wood chips from scattering. Evenly distribute 7.5 cm
to 10 cm of wood chips.
Resurface as needed.

Granular
Granular material has to be angular, varied in size, and have some fine bits for
durable compaction. Common choices are gravel, crushed stone (crusher dust), or
shale.
Activity

Granular surfaces are appropriate for walking, hiking, fitness,
traditional and mountain biking, horseback riding, motored
riding, winter activities.*
* Snow will not melt as easily if
the tread surface is gravel rather
than pavement (pavement retains
heat).

Advantages

Gravel is relatively inexpensive,
especially if locally available. It
compacts well and it is durable
and easy to repair. It fits nicely
into the trail environment.
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Gravel can support multiple activities, including horses and
winter activities. People can manoeuvre wheelchairs fairly easily,
and walkers and runners have less joint pain when they travel on
ground.
Shale is inexpensive and requires low maintenance. It is good
for covering rocky or wet areas and for high-traffic areas.
Crushed gravel is particularly good for biking and walking.
Disadvantages Gravel will create dust if it is not compacted well, therefore, resurfacing is occasionally needed.
Not all shale can be used, only kinds that readily break down
into fine particles.
Crushed gravel (or “crusher dust”) has to be graded regularly for
an even tread. Surface water ruts the tread if drainage is not
managed. The crusher dust will wear thin as the water moves it in
the rut.
Application

Remove surface layers of vegetation until mineral soil is reached
and prepare a well-compacted subbase. Lay and compact coarse
gravel at least 9 cm deep and top with 5 cm of crushed gravel.
Grade and slope at 3 % of the tread width. The finished trail tread
should be no lower than the existing grade.
Construction procedures for shale and crushed stone are very
similar to those for gravel, however the crushed stone base should
be 15 cm deep, topped with 5 cm of stone fines. Sometimes
granular treads are edged with logs or rocks.

Soil Cement
For a semi-hard tread, soil cement is convenient because it can be mixed on site,
with simple equipment and on-site soil. It is a mixture of water, fine soil, and
8-12% cement. It looks like the existing soil, but is hard, having a compressive
strength up to 10 MPA.
Activity

Soil cement is a suitable surface for walking, hiking, fitness,
in-line skating, traditional biking, and horseback riding.
The latter two have the greatest impact on surface

Advantages

Makes a well-drained, smooth, and firm surface for a
comparatively low cost. Repair patches are practically invisible,
unlike asphalt or concrete repairs.

Disadvantages It tends to heave and crack from frost, therefore, will require
annual repairs.
Application

3.4.3

Sod is removed then dry cement is spread over the tread ground
(soil). Water is added, then a till thoroughly mixes the cement
and soil to the full depth of 10 cm to 15 cm. The mixture is wet,
compacted, then cured. For a longer surface life, ensure the entire
depth is well compacted.
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Asphalt
A combination of tar, oil, and small aggregate makes a very hard surface. It is
normally compatible for urban-style and multi-purpose trails, and simulated
frontcountry trails. The trail should exhibit intense use (year-round) in order to
justify the high capital expense.
Activity

An aspalt trail surface is suitable for in-line skating (and skateboards), walking, fitness, traditional biking, strollers, and wheelchairing.

Advantage

Very smooth and even, suitable for multiple activities and
excellent for mobility and accessibility. It withstands all weather,
with only occasional frost heaves and cracks. It rests well on
slopes. It is very durable, lasting up to 15 years, and so requires
almost no maintenance. Pavement markings can be put on it.

Disadvantage

The biggest downfall is that it must be prepared and constructed
by a company, which means a very high expense for the materials,
machinery, and labour. But the low maintenance over the 15 years
may balance the high initial installation cost. Because the
machinery is large, wider corridor space is necessary. It is not a
recommended surface for trails that offer winter activities because
its black colour retains heat and melts snow. It is useable for short
distance horseriding, however,
the hard density is unsuitable for
long-distance riding.

Application

Asphalt must be laid on a base of
compacted gravel or other
granular material. The base must
be well drained, stable, deep
enough to prevent frost heaves
and 60 cm wider than the
finished paved trail. It should be
laid with a crowned tread so that
water drains off the surface.

Concrete
Concrete is the hardest of all surfaces. It is made of sand, cement, and water. Like
asphalt, it is most commonly used where there is heavy use such as urban-style
trails. It is more aesthetically pleasing in colour than the harsh black of asphalt
and attracts less heat. Its natural colour is greyish white or it can be pigmented to
dusty rose or grays. It is also capable of holding imprinted patterns, thus giving
textured surfaces. A variation of textured surfaces is beneficial to those who are
visually impaired.
Activity

Concrete is a suitable surface for in-line skating (and skateboards), walking, fitness, traditional biking, strollers, and wheelchairing.

Advantage

It is extremely durable against climate changes, water movement,
and high traffic, lasting for 25 years or more. This resistance is the
reason it rarely needs repairs, which means low maintenance
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costs. It provides excellent accessibility for people in wheelchairs
or who are visually impaired. Pavement markings (signs) can be
painted on concrete.
Disadvantage

Like asphalt, concrete is an expensive surface, requiring pricey
materials, professionals, machinery, and considerable labour. It is
usually more expensive than asphalt. Its high density contributes
to walkers’ and runners’ injuries (shin splints, etc). It is not safe
for horses.

Application

Identify any free-standing water or soft spots, dig out topsoil and
organic material, replace with firm soil or gravel fill, and compact
to 95% maximum dry density. Compact a gravel
subbase to a depth of 10 cm to 15 cm, again to
95 %. Make the form-walls to the desired width
for the trail and put dividers for control joints at
an interval equivalent to the tread width (i.e., a
1.0- m wide tread has joints at every 1.0 m of the
tread). Fill the form with concrete (35 MPA, 5%
to 7% air entrainment) to at least 10 cm deep.
Smooth and broom finish it or imprint a pattern
into the surface. Lay plastic over the form and let
concrete stand over seven days for curing. After
curing is complete, apply a sealer. Periodically
sprinkle water over the top to keep concrete
moist. Wire mesh is recommended for wider
treads to reinforce the concrete. Do not leave
ledges where the concrete and earth shoulder
meet, as this is dangerous to trail users.

Other Surfaces
The possibilities for surface materials are almost infinite. The ones
described above are the most common, but other materials are being used.
However, new materials are not used widely enough to completely know
their validity. Recycled materials seem to be the theme in new surface
options. Some trails in the United States are successfully using crushed
shell paving. Sunbleached, water-smoothed oyster shells are preferred.
The shells are crushed to pass through a 10 mm sieve, as larger bits tend
to break under trail traffic. It is mixed 2:1 with limestone sand, spread
10 cm deep, and mechanically compacted. Car tires, pottery, and brick are
other materials being converted into trail surfaces. Logs sliced into
“wheels” or flat stones can be placed on hiking trails; they are free if on
site, although labour intensive. Another alternative is concrete pavers.
Boardwalks are common for short distances over sensitive areas
(e.g., American beach grass) or damp areas (see 3.8 Techniques for
Crossing Wetlands, Streams, and Rivers).

3.4.3
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Techniques for Drainage

3.5

Subsurface and surface water move in natural channels. Some channels are visible
(brooks, springs, ruts from trickles), while channels below the surface are not so
apparent. When a trail is developed, these channels are disrupted. The water tries
to follow its normal route, even though the trail is obstructing it. What happens to
the trail? The trail is at the mercy of the water: it washes out or collects water. This
means you must cooperate with the water by temporarily controlling the channel
and returning water to its natural drainage system.
Good drainage is crucial to trails. Good drainage does not rely on the preceding
techniques alone. It is a combination of these, the tread grade, and devices used at
saturated areas. See 3.4 The Trail Tread and 3.8 Techniques For Crossing
Wetlands, Streams, and Rivers for further explanation.
GRADE DIP
A grade dip is a short section of a trail which drops lower than the preceding and
following portions. It channels water off to the downhill side of the trail. Grade
dips are best installed in places where the land is naturally lower than the adjacent
terrain (e.g., a gully). One cannot be created from flat ground. Grade dips are
effective only for trails developed on a side slope because the water must be
moving downhill. Used in combination with outsloping (see The Trail Tread), a
grade dip will redirect any water that runs along the trail. Grade dips are especially appropriate where existing drainage channel, such as an intermittent stream,
is crossed.
Making a grade dip involves minimal construction because it complements
drainage already provided by nature; the artificial grade dip diverts the water flow
in a specific direction. There are two variations of a grade dip. The first is for the
lowest point of two encountering slopes. Dig a shallow (10 cm) trench across the
width of the tread and extend it beyond the tread on the downhill side. The width
of the trench is typically between 30 cm and 40 cm. Small stones and gravel are
placed in the trench perpendicular to the tread. As an option for heavy-use trails,
timber borders will reinforce the trench. The second variation is used at not quite
the lowest point of two encountering slopes. The trench is set at a 45° angle to the
trail so erosion is minimized. The earth that is excavated for the trench is packed
in a mound at the lower side of the trench to about 15 cm high.
A grade dip needs annual maintenance to clean debris that has accumulated. If,
after some time, the dip is not working well, then it will have to be upscaled to a
waterbar. It is possible to create a grade dip on an asphalt or soil cement tread
surface.
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DITCH
A ditch is an excavated channel that runs along the shoulder of the trail. It collects
water from a crowned or sloped tread and sends it to an exit point away from the
trail. It assists in the same
way to all the other
drainage methods as well.
The ditch needs to have at
least a slightly descending
slope so the water will not
rest in it, but will travel to
the exit point. The exit
point is on the outside or
downhill side of the trail;
be careful not to direct it so
that it will return to the
trail later on. Ditches are
for more developed trails
and where there is a lot of
surface water.
WATERBAR
A waterbar is a barrier that breaks the water channel; it is partially buried across
the trail on grades that are between 5% and 25%. It diverts the water descending
the trail off to the side and downhill. It is made of either a rot-resistant log, timber,
or rocks but the technique is the same. For each medium a waterbar is properly
installed, the water’s speed, distance, and volume will decrease as it descends the
trail. When the water runs down the trail, the waterbar blocks passage, flow
continues along the length of waterbar, off the trail, and downhill. Some water
may escape over the breaker, but this is okay because the next waterbar will
handle it.
It is not always evident where a waterbar is needed. Inspect flow patterns during a
rainfall to identify the best locations. General locations are at the start of a steeper
downhill section, at a depression (or dip), on sharp curves, and at changes in the
trail grade. The other question is how far apart to space the waterbars. While there
is no rule, there is an estimation based on the grade. The greater the slope, the
more waterbars are needed. Waterbars cannot be used for a paved tread.
Choose either a rot-resistant log, timber, or a series of rocks. Spruce, hemlock,
beech, and maple are the best for wood waterbars. The diameter of the material is
15 cm to 20 cm. Dig a trench to a depth half the diameter of the material (20-cm
log needs a 10-cm-deep trench) at a 30- to 45-degree angle across the trail so that
the lower end of the trench is on the downhill side of the trail. The length of the
waterbar is equivalent to the width of the trail, plus at least an extra 30 cm at both
ends. Extend the trench to accommodate this length. This extra length beyond the
trail edges stops the water from slipping by and back onto the tread. For a steep
grade, angle the waterbar at a more acute angle (45° ). This way, water cannot
impact all points of the waterbar at once; otherwise the water has the power to
dislodge it. Insert the waterbar material. The other half of its diameter is now
exposed above the tread level; this portion breaks the surface water flow.
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Spacing Between
Waterbars
Grade
Space
(%)
(metres)
5
40
10
24
15
15
25
12
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Log/timber/rock waterbar
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Logs are secured between wooden stakes. Before the log is set in the trench, cut
two notches toward the ends for the stakes. Cut notches straight into the log
(90°). Notches are to be located within 30 cm of the ends, so the stakes are off the
tread. Sharpen one end of each stake to make it easier to drive it into the ground.
Place stakes into the notches on an angle inward to the log, otherwise it will eventually dislodge. Drive them into the ground until they are flush with the top of the
log. Steel pins are an alternative to stakes; use them like stakes or the same way as
for a timber waterbar.
Timber is secured with 12.5 mm drift pins, each 45 cm long. Drive four pins
down the centre of the timber. Unlike the stake, pins can be within the tread
because they are flush to the timber, so people won’t trip over them.
At about 30 cm from the uphill side of the waterbar, dig a trench with a gradual
dip, to a depth half the diameter of the waterbar. On the downhill slope, extend
the trench beyond the length of the waterbar. Drop a layer of gravel at this end of
the trench to further benefit drainage (but do not fill the trench). On the downhill
side of the waterbar, build the tread in a gradual, even incline until it is flush with
the top of the waterbar.
Waterbar for Bicycles
The preceding common waterbars are dangerous on bicycle trails, however a
waterbar designed specifically for bicyclists to safely ride over does exist. It is the
rubber water deflector. Current use of these in Nova Scotia is unknown so the
durability is unknown. It is included here to give people a chance to test it.
The technique is similar
to the other waterbars
but the material is
different. An old
conveyor belt is sandwiched between two
timber planks. A strip
cut from a tire tube may
work as well.
A strip 30 cm wide is
positioned between two
5 cm X 15 cm timbers
(2” X 6”) the same
length as the strip. The
strip and timbers must
extend at least 30 cm
beyond the sides of the
tread. Leave 12 cm of the strip protruding from the timbers. This portion sticks
up above-ground to divert water on the tread surface. A bike can easily pass over
this and the material should rebound to its original upright position. All three
parts are held together with nails along both edges of the length. The waterbar is
then placed in the same manner as other waterbars. Fill the gaps around it and
just beyond the top of the timber with on-site soil. The difference from other
waterbars is that, the tread immediately adjacent to the waterbar is not dipped or
built up; it’s level with the rest of the tread.
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FRENCH DRAIN
A French drain, also known as a rock underdrain, is unobtrusive and invisible to
the trail user, because it is entirely below the tread surface. It keeps small underground springs from saturating the trail.
Dig a trench across the trail in line with the underground water flow. The size of
the French drain depends on the anticipated volume of water that will pass. The
bottom should be somewhat wider than
the top. It should be at least as deep as it
is wide. Fill with rocks, larger ones at
bottom (15 cm) becoming progressively
smaller towards the top (2.5 cm). As an
option, line the trench with filter fabric
leaving enough to wrap over the top of
rocks. Allow 20 cm of fill from the top of
the drain to the tread subgrade.
French drain

CULVERT
A culvert is an underground channel that routes running water from one side of
the trail to the other. Large culverts are commonly used for roads and highways;
smaller culverts are used for trails. Culverts allow for a paved tread surface. The
culvert size varies according to the amount of waterflow. They can be as small as
35 cm in diameter for a trickle or large
enough for a stream or brook. Culverts
may be metal or plastic pipes, as well as
rock or wood boxes. Plastic PVC pipes
are good for trickling water on less
developed trails. Corrugated metal
culverts are best suited where a significant amount of water flows. Rock
culverts are not that common but can
prove useful for backcountry hiking or
cross-country ski trails, where materials
are difficult to import and appropriate
rocks are on-site. Wooden box culverts
can adjust to any size and withstand heavy weight, however, they are
complicated to make and rarely used on trails.
Check for the highest water level during spring and flood periods. A
culvert needs to be large enough to pass water at peak flows. The general
rule is: the culvert area is double the water area.

Culvert
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Culvert

SET CULVERT 75 - 150 mm BELOW STREAM
GRADE
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To find the area of the culvert, you must know the area of the waterway.
Follow these steps:
1. Measure the channel bed width and the waterway
width at the highest level. Find the average
width:
Width (at high water level) + Width (bed) ÷ 2
2. Find area of waterway:
Average Width x Height (highest level)
3. Find culvert area, ample enough for
unpredictable water level:
Waterway area x 2
Waterway

Almost every structure that uses wood pieces, timber, or log will benefit from choosing
either rot-resistant tree species, preservative treatment, or pressure treatment. Perhaps
one of the best wood preservative is CCA, which stands for cronamate copper arsenate.
Railway ties are already treated; if you use these for construction (e.g., a retaining wall),
do not use them near watercourses. The chemical is safe for use in the ground, however, it
will adversely affect water. Pressure-treated wood is largely used for boardwalks, decking,
and bridges.
In this manual, the illustrations of wooden structures do not suggest that the wood be
protected because it is not entirely necessary, however, it is recommended. Protected wood
lasts on average, 10 years longer than unprotected wood, especially where wood is
subject to moisture. In many cases, fasteners should be galvanized. “Galvanized” simply
means coated with a substance that protects the metal against rust.

Note: Environmental Regulations: A permit may be required for the installation of a
bridge or culvert in a stream. Contact the nearest office of the N.S. Department of
the Environment for regulations pertaining to watercourse alterations and the
Environment Act.
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Techniques for Traversing Slopes

3.6

Many trail users enjoy changes in elevation on a trail. However, slopes are undesirable for some users, such as those with mobility disabilities and novice crosscountry skiers. This is when the technique is ideal because it moves the users to
an elevation on a very gradual slope. Sidesloping is another term for the cut and
fill technique. This is presented in 3.4.2 Tread Construction.
The sidesloping technique takes a long distance to ascend a short elevation. This
is not necessarily an undesirable characteristic, since the journey may be blessed
with spectacular views or features. Other methods are used to travel a slope over
much shorter distances. Steps and stairs limit use to pedestrians, although horses
may use rock steps. Ladders are suitable on primitive trails. So how do other users
ascend and descend slopes?
The trail can go straight up a hill if it is not too steep. What is considered very
steep for one activity may be considered a moderate grade for another. The grade
rating is relative not only to the activity but also to the distance that the trail will
travel. The terms short pitch and sustained are used for specifying grade measurements for separate activities. They refer to the length that the slope runs. A “short
pitch” is short and steep, a sustained slope is more gradual. Refer to 3.10
Recommendations for Trail Types for grades suitable to various trail activities.
Grades also apply to switchbacks and ramps. A switchback is a section of the trail
that progresses up a slope diagonally and in reverse (i.e., zig zag). A ramp is
suitable for a short pitch and is particularly useful for making a steep slope
accessible to people with disabilities.
Depending on the severity of the terrain slope and what method will be used,
consultation from an engineer may be required, or, in some cases, consultation
from highly skilled construction technicians. Log, timber, and flatstone steps,
short ladders, and ramps usually do not require such specialized input. Steps
with stringers may require the assistance of a knowledgeable carpenter.
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3.6 Techniques for Traversing Slopes
Technique

Span

Advantages

Disadvantages

Costs

Side Sloping
(Cut and Fill)

Very long

•Works with the lay of the land
•Aesthetically compatible
•Unfolds scenic view

•Steep slopes mean a narrow
tread because the cut is
deeper
•Needs waterbars or drainage
method

Low;
increases as trail
lengthens

Switchbacks

Very Long

•Greatly reduces degree of slope for
trail not many materials required
other than those on site

•Not highly recommended difficult to layout and
construct
•Users cross-cut tread and
damage the trail

Low (material)

•Laborious
•A lot of drainage to control
•Lengthens the trail

Low

Above average
(labour)

Log Steps

Medium

•Attractive - fits with trail
environment

Timber steps

Medium

•Attractive - fits with trail environ- •Timber hauled to the site
ment
•Similar idea to log stairs but timber
lasts (15 + yrs)
•Timber stays in place

Stone Steps

Very short
spans with
minimal
slope

•Fits with trail environment especially in rocky area
•No extra materials
•Low maintenance - stones stand
up to weathering
•Granular base takes care of
drainage

•Do not work in sandy spots
•Somewhat time-consuming
to construct and difficult to
move large rocks

Low

Steps with
Stringers

Long (using
landings)

•Sturdy
•Lasts long, especially if treated
wood is used
•Suits slight to major slopes

•Treated materials are
expensive
•Carpentry skills required

High

Ladder

Short to
Medium

•Ideal for 45° slopes
•Alternative to stairs
•Easy to construct

•Greater risk - should only be
used on trails for experienced
hikers

Low

•Timber, concrete, or metal ramps
are accessible to all people in
wheelchairs, with mobility impairments, strollers, bikers, etc.

•Slippery
Low
•Takes more space to achieve
desirable gradient
•Basic plank ramp with rungs are
good only for hiking

Ramps
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Average

Comments

Ease of Construction

Maintenance Durability

Materials

Moderate;
working on steep
slope can be
harder

Average

Long

Few additional materials •Requires a lot of exploring to find the best
route
- some fill, and for
waterbars and retaining •For steeper slopes the material above the
tread can be dangerous - need retaining
walls
structures
•Very steep slopes (over 30°) need an alternative such as stairs or switchback

Difficult

Average

Poor to
Average

Existing materials and
‘imported’ rock

•Should be laid out to distract the user from
the urge to cross-cut: take advantage of
views to pull people along the trail

Moderate to difficult

High

Poor

Logs (on/off site),
granular fill, stakes and
existing fill

•Logs need (thus entire stairs) to be replaced
every 8 - 10 years due to rot or displacement

Moderate to difficult

Minimal

Good

Timber, rebar, anchors,
on and off site fill

•Use rebar and anchors to reinforce the
timbers in place

Easy to Moderate
(for skill)
Difficult (because
of rock weight)

Low

Very good long lasting

Heavy flat top and
bottom stones, existing
granular base

•These are ideal for wilderness/
backcountry trails
•Make sure stones are well anchored

Difficult

Low

Excellent

Lumber, nails

•Initial cost is high but because maintenance
is low it is inexpensive for the long run
•Two methods with separate cleats or built
in cleats

Easy

Low

Average

Timber or natural wood, •For safety, toe the ladder in below grade
•To secure at top, attach cable from ladder
stakes, cable
and tie to stakes, bury the cable and
stakes
•Could add a platform at top to add security

Easy

Low

Low

Wide timber planks and •Mostly for day-use and urban trails
wood splits for rungs.
•Maximum rise/run 1:20 or 1:12 or 8%
Accessible ramps:
concrete, metal, timber
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Log steps
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Timber steps
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Stone steps
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Steps with stringers
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Steps with stringers

Note: Use 40° and 45° only when absolutely necessary.
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Ladder
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Ramps

Note: The downslope abutment must be standing and railings may be required.
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3.7

Techniques for Retaining
Unstable Slopes
Retaining walls hold unstable soil in place to prevent earth sliding onto the trail
or beneath the trail. Walls are built where a hillside cut has made a slope steeper
than 50% or created with fill (cut, fill, or cut and fill). It is recommended to
slightly tilt the wall inwards towards the bank by about 7 cm for every 30 cm of
height.
Water will collect behind the wall and destroy it if drainage channels have not
been provided. A porous granular backfill minimizes future problems. A perforated top drain pipe at the base and behind the wall that extends below the wall
downhill or around the wall effectively channels the water. Or the water must be
able to trickle through seeps or drilled holes in the wall.
Walls under 1.2 m are designed and constructed with relative ease. There are
many retaining wall options: the primary difference between them is their visual
attractiveness. Walls are domineering structures for a trail, so build them where
necessary and choose a material that is the least obtrusive to the visual quality of
the trail setting. The choice is based on where the materials are from and how
difficult it is to transport them to the location.
An engineer is necessary for walls higher than 1.2 m. The engineer will choose the
most appropriate material and design the wall to resist overturning and/or sliding
caused by the earth’s pressure.
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3.7 Techniques for Retaining Unstable Slopes
Technique

Advantages

Disadvantages

Costs

Rock

•Limited technical skill required
•Materials inexpensive if available
locally
•Low maintenance
•Natural look

•May require heavy equipment
•Suitable rock may be difficult to find
locally

Low to
Moderate

Gabion

•Small pieces
•Settlement does not compromise
stability
•Durable

•Not natural looking
•May require heavy equipment to
prepare base

High

Tires

•Recycling of readily available materials
•Inexpensive
•No specialized skill required

•Not aesthetically pleasing

Low

Stacked Precast
Concrete

•Small pieces are aesthetically pleasing
•Limited skill required

•High cost
•Stable base required

High

Log

•Inexpensive materials
•Basic skills

•Short life span
•Settlement may damage wall

Low

Treated Timber

•Easy to work with
•Materials readily available

•Settlement may damage wall

Moderate

Geotextiles:
Reinforced Earth

•Moderate cost
•Low maintenance
•Long lasting
•Natural appearance possible

•Specialized labour required
•Exposed geotextile must be protected
from UV with a coating

Moderate

Precast Walls or
Cast-in-place

•Durable
•Quick to erect
•Many architectural designs and
various colours, textures
•Holds high and long banks/slopes

•Expensive
•Requires heavy machinery to erect
•Skilled trades people required

High
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Ease of Construction

Maintenance Durability

Materials

Comments

Easy

Low

Long term

Rectangular rock on site
where possible,
otherwise import

•Firm base required to place stone

Moderate

Low

Long term

Wire baskets and clear
angular stone

•Plastic coated gabion baskets required in
harsh environments such as salt water,
acidic runoff

Easy

Low

Long term

Used tires

•Tire walls, built at 45° may be planted
with vegetation, improving looks

Easy

Low

Long term

Precast concrete blocks

•Well drained backfill required

Moderate

High

Low

Black spruce, tamarack,
or hemlock logs 15 cm
in diameter are ideal

•Good for inaccessible sites (i.e. easier on
site construction)

Moderate

Low

Moderate

15 cm x 15 cm
desirable, galvanized
fasteners

•Low maintenance if wood is properly
treated and good workmanship

Difficult

Low

Moderate

Geotextile and earth at
location needing
retaining, porous fill

•Proper design required

High

Difficult

Low

Precast walls made
to fit specifications or
concrete rebar

•Granular well drained backfill required
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Tires

Stacked Precast Concrete
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Log
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Treated lumber

Geotextiles: reinforced earth
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Precast walls or cast-in-place

All Concrete Walls
Require Proper Footings and
Foundations
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3.8

Techniques for Crossing
Wetlands and Watercourses
There will be one point on the trail route, if not several, that holds water. During
the final corridor alignment stage, the decision should be made whether the trail
will travel around the wet area or cross over it. In some cases there is little
problem in crossing a wet area; in a case such as a wide river requiring a complex,
expensive bridge, the option maybe a roundabout route.
This section describes options for crossing wet areas to help select an appropriate
method. The bridge options are not limited to crossing watercourses; bridges serve
to pass over depressions in terrain such as a steep gorge. Step stones, a corduroy,
a puncheon, and a boardwalk are for passing over boggy ground, wetlands, or
sensitive ground. The bridge options and floating deck are for larger water
systems. These options provide users with a safe and comfortable means of
passage. Also, bridges are similar to view stations in that they provide a good
visual perspective of the watercourse below and the topography.
When choosing an appropriate method, there are several factors to consider:
• layout of land and ‘problem’ area
• water activity (i.e., tides, floods, velocity)
• environmental protection. A permit may be required for the installation of a
bridge or culvert over or in a stream. Contact the nearest office of the N.S.
Department of the Environment for advice.
• accessibility of the location (concerns importing materials and equipment)
• construction and maintenance costs
• the method’s visual appropriateness to the setting
• suitability for users and activities
• uses of the water course (e.g., canoeing would require clearance)
The crossing method should be accessible to the same users and activities as the
rest of the trail is. That is, it is best not to make a tread suitable for horseback
riding and a bridge that won’t hold the weight of horses. Barriers at both ends of
the bridge may prohibit certain users, however, it is not fair to deprive the user of
a continuous trail. Also, users may ignore the barriers and regulatory signage,
putting themselves at risk and holding the trail operator liable.
You will need to consult with a structural engineer when constructing or installing
bridges. Bridges are too complex to build without professional input and supervision. An engineer designs the bridge or aids in ordering and installing the most
suitable prefabricated bridge.
The engineer will refer to two key factors in bridge design, the foundation and the
design load. The design load is the total of the dead load and the live load. The
dead load is the total weight of all the components of a completed bridge structure
(beams, stringers, decking, railing, etc.). The live load is the weight of any moving
load or impact on the bridge. The engineer needs to know exactly what will be on
or crossing the bridge: people, horses and activity equipment/vehicles, snow, ice,
and maintenance vehicles. A bridge is designed to distribute both dead and live
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load uniformly throughout the entire bridge structure. The foundation bears the
total design load.
The primary foundation structure is either a footing or an abutment. The dead
and live load are distributed through the bridge structure, transferred to the
footing or abutment, which in turn is distributed through the earth mass.
Abutments are either a log or timber crib and footings are typically constructed
of cast-in-place concrete. The type of soil and the forces of ice, water, and frost are
considered in the footing design. A pier is a post or crib used as an intermediate
foundation for a multi-span bridge.
Decking is the bridge surface; it allows for easy and safe passage and it spreads
the live load evenly to the other bridge parts. Typical decking is made of pressuretreated timber planks, or, in the case of a longitudinally laminated bridge or
glue-laminated bridge, the structure serves as the deck. Timber decking requires
5-cm-thick timber, but 10-cm-thick timber to hold a greater live load. Railings
and guards are safety components necessary for a bridge higher than roughly
90 cm above the ground. The railing posts are made of timber, steel, metal, heavy
duty plastic, or concrete. The guards are made of the same, or wire, cable, or rope.
All fasteners used in bridge construction are galvanized.

Step Stones
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3.8 Techniques for Crossing Wetlands and Watercourses
Advantages

Disadvantages

Costs

None
—
(go through)

•No costs
•No maintenance

•Impacts on stream beds
•Not for people with disabilities
•May not be suitable for multi-use
•May deter some users
•Dangerous at high flows

None

Rope

Long spans
possible

•Minimal costs and maintenance

•Impacts on stream beds
•Not for people with disabilities
•May not be suitable for multi-use
•May deter some users
•Dangerous at high flows
•May impede navigation

Low

Step Stones

•Low to no cost
Short to
medium spans •No maintenance

•Impacts on stream beds
•Not for people with disabilities
•May not be suitable for multi-use
•May deter some users
•Dangerous at high/fast flows

Low

Corduroy

Unlimited

•Laborious
•Inaccessible
•Logs rot

Low

Puncheon

Unlimited by •Moderate costs
repeating short •Minimal environmental impact
•Fairly easy to build
spans (wet
area). Over
channels up to
3 m wide

•Suitable for swampy area and
shallow water only
•Labour-intensive (long spans)
•Suitable only for hikers
•Inaccessible

Low

Footbridge

Up to 4.6 m

•Fits in a natural setting
•Simple to build

•Unsuitable for bikes, ATV snowmobiles or high-use trails
•May not hold great weights
•Inaccessible

Low to
Moderate

Boardwalk:
1) on
sleepers
2) on posts

Unlimited by
repeating
spans

•Attractive
•Allows to cross long distance of
shallow water or sensitive ground
•Keeps human interference with environment to a minimum
•Accessible

•On sleepers: repairs could be
Moderate to
frequent if the area has fast
High
moving runoff that moves the sills
•On posts: longer boardwalks
require many posts, which
becomes costly

Technique
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Span

•Low to no cost
•Good for mucky spots
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Ease of Construction

Maintenance Durability

Materials

Comments

None

None

—

None

•Narrowest sections of streams are fastest flowing
•Should not go through wide stream that is deeper
than hip height (90 cm)
•Winter activity: acceptable to travel over shallow
and small width water while frozen but not
recommended as a means over rivers, lakes, etc.
The climate (freezing condition) in NS is too
unpredictable, thus creating too great a risk

Easy

Minimal

Average

Rope

•The rope assists by giving balance and direction
going through water, mainly for moving water
•Rope should be U.V.-resistant
•Best crossing location may not have tie points

Easy

Minimal

Long Term

Existing rocks
and boulders,
moveable by
hand/tools

•Stones must be well-bedded
•Not for anything larger than small streams or
brooks

Easy

Above
Average

Average

On-site logs and
gravel, local soil,
or woodchips

•This has been used for years to build logging
roads through mucky areas
•A geotextile could be used to help retain surface
material

Easy

Average

5 - 10 yrs
untreated
20+ years
treated

Round logs or
sawn lumber

•Stills laid on soft ground may settles by varying
degrees resulting in uneven surfaces
•Mostly only suitable for hikes, but riders may lead
horses across, provided the width and weightbearing capacity is sufficient

Easy to Moderate

Average

5 - 10 yrs
untreated
20+ years
treated

Lumber, on-site
logs or for long
spans imported
logs may be
necessary

•Easy to construct in remote location

On sleepers: easy
On posts: moderate

Minimal to
Average

5 - 10 yrs
untreated
20+ years
treated

Pressure-treated
lumber

•On sleepers over bogs, sensitive flora, changing
landscape (beaches), coastal growth on granite, or
slightly flooded areas
•On posts: over swamps, flooded plains, etc. Or,
simply to heighten a boardwalk on unlevel terrain
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3.8 Techniques for Crossing Wetlands and Watercourses cont’d
Advantages

Disadvantages

Timber
3 m to 10 m
Stringer with (see
Decking
comments)
Bridge

•Moderate costs
•Attractive
•Fairly easy to build with local
materials and labour
•Can be multi-purpose
•Accessible

•Long spans (6 m+) require heavy Moderate to
stringers that may not be available High
locally
•Costs increase exponentially with
spans

Truss Bridge Up to 20 m

•Long spans possible with relatively
small size members
•Local materials
•Maybe prefabricated and assembled
on site
•May be multi-purpose
•Lightweight

•Construction and design expertise Moderate to
needed
High
•More than average maintenance

Longitudinally
Laminated
Deck Bridge

Up to 6 m

•Easily constructed
•Not recommended for high traffic
•Uses local, readily available, mediocre areas
wood to make a stronger material
•Low profile
•Lightweight pieces easy to make
sturdy bridge in remote area

Moderate

Steel Beam
Bridge

Up to 15 m

•Low profile
•Durable
•Can be multi-purpose

•Some specialized labour required
•Difficult to attach deck to beams
•Heavy pieces to handle
•Not suited for remote areas
•Regular maintenance

Moderate to
High

Suspension
Bridge

20+ m

•Attractive
•Long spans possible
•Lightweight
•Minimal environment impact

•Specialized construction
Competitive for
•Lateral movement may give feeling long span
of insecurity

GlueLaminated
Bridge

Up to 20 m

•Attractive
•Long spans possible
•Beams may be curved

•Expensive
•Some specialized labour required
•Heavy pieces may require large
equipment

High

Floating
Deck

Long spans
possible

•Attractive
•Rises with water level

•High maintenance
•Not suitable for flowing water
•Obstruct navigation
•Needs removal/stage for winter
•Styrofoam not very durable

Moderate

Old Railway
Trestle
Bridge

Long

•Most of structure may be in place
•Usually accessible
•Even, low grades to approaches
•May be able to handle heavy traffic

•Repairs may be costly
•Install guardrails
•Must be professionally evaluated
for structural condition

Depends on
condition left in

Technique

Span

Costs

Comments

Ease of Construction

Maintenance Durability

Materials

Easy to Moderate

Average
Above

5 - 10 yrs
untreated
20+ years
treated

Round logs and/or • Abutments may be variety of materials and
designs, such as timber crib, gabion baskets,
sawn lumber
concrete, piles, sills, rock walls
• Intermediate supports (piers) make longer spans
possible
• Railing height would depend upon use

Moderate to Difficult

Average

20+ years
treated

Sawn timber or
steel

• Steel truss bridges may be purchased from manufacturer fully assembled

Easy

Average

5 - 10 yrs
untreated
20+ years
treated

Sawn lumber

• Suitable for remote areas
• Deck thickness dependent on span
• Railing height and construction would depend
upon use

Moderate to Difficult

Above
Average

20+ years

Steel beams,
painted and
timber deck

• Protective coating should be applied under shop
conditions

Difficult

Above
Average

20+ years

Steel cables, wood • Need strategically placed natural or fabricated
anchor points
or steel decking

Moderate to Difficult

Average
Above

20+ years

Glue-lam, beams,
timber deck

• Beams should be pressure-treated. Not available
locally - manufactured in Montreal and west
coast

Moderate

Average

5 - 10 yrs

Lumber,
styrofoam, cables

• Only suitable for slow moving, boggy brook
• Permit from Coast Guard (navigation)

Moderate

Above
Average

Depends on
condition left
in

Wood, steel

• Some railway bridges completely intact, others may
have abutment and piers remaining
• Because these bridges are wide, barriers are necessary if certain users are prohibited on the bridge
• Consider constructing railings that are not easily
climbed

Corduroy
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Footbridge
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Boardwalk
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Boardwalk

Note: There may be circumstances where cross-bracing between posts (A) may be
required for added stability.
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Timber stringer with decking bridge
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Truss bridge

Note: A qualified engineer should be involved in the design due to sophisticated
nature of this type of bridge.
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Longitudinally laminated deck bridge
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Steel beam bridge
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Suspension bridge
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Glue-laminated timber bridge
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Old railway trestle bridge
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Old railway trestle bridge

RAILING HEIGHT DEPENDENT UPON
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TRAFFIC

Old railway trestle bridge
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Viewing Stations

3.9

A view station, or viewpoint, provides users with a visual vantage point. A designated viewpoint will restrict trail users from harming a sensitive subject (e.g., bird
sanctuary or beaver dam). It also contains users in a secure area away from danger
(e.g., river bank). View stations can be constructed, while sometimes, one is
already provided by nature. Constructed view stations are common features on
interpretative trails and other heavily developed trails. Less-developed trails
generally make use of the terrain for view stations, which is determined when
planning and aligning the corridor.
View stations are set off to the side of the trail to keep it from becoming
congested. Viewpoints can be away from the main trail, connected by a spur trail.

3.9.1 NATURAL VIEWPOINTS
A natural viewpoint is where the landscape offers a good observation area that
requires little or no enhancement. This relates back to corridor planning,
alignment, and perspective (see Aesthetic Quality). Some viewpoints are obvious
while others are not so readily found; look for them as early as when doing the
site inventory. A whole section of a trail can be designed as one continuous
viewpoint; for example, one that follows a coastline. In such a case, designated
viewing locations are still useful, especially at the most popular site (e.g., a cove
where seals bathe).
An elevation (hill, cliff) is the obvious choice for a natural viewpoint, especially for
a panoramic view. Natural viewpoints can occur at the base of an elevation for an
impressive upward view. There is no prescribed best location for a natural
viewpoint. Simply explore the trail site and the best locations will be obvious.
These stations should be marked with at least a simple sign saying “look-off.”
Stations may be enhanced with railings for safety at elevations or retaining walls
below where the earth is unstable. Vegetation may need to be trimmed or cleared
if it blocks the view, otherwise, people might put themselves at danger leaning
over a steeply descending bank. Consider providing seating, so people will not sit
on available rocks or logs that may be unstable.
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3.9.2 CONSTRUCTED VIEWING STATIONS
A timber-decked viewing station is the most common type to construct. Common
designs are the square style or half-hexagon style. A basic station consists of posts,
decking, and railings. Secure posts deep into the ground or bolt them to rock with
brackets. The decking planks are placed with 1-cm to 2-cm gaps. For extra sturdiness include diagonal bracing between posts (underneath the decking). Be sure to
add very sturdy handrails at a height of approximately 1.1 m (high enough so
people cannot fall over when leaning). Make at least one or two runner rails
(two is better for children) between the decking and the top handrail to safeguard
against slipping under the handrail.
A view station can be characterized to fit the theme of the trail and may be more
detailed than the common view station. A roof is a decorative feature and also a
practical one for those wishing to take a break from the sun. The Dartmouth
Multi-Use Trail has a roofed view station on Lake Banook for watching the water
activities.
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Recommendations for Trail Types

3.10

3.10.1 HIKING
WILDERNESS AND BACKCOUNTRY HIKING
Layout
Linear with an origin and a destination. Both should be easily accessible by vehicle
so hikers can arrange to be picked up at either end.
A loop is suitable as well.
Length
Wilderness: over 16 km (To allow 2 nights’ camping)
Backcountry: over 8 km (To allow 1 night’s camping)
Completion Time
2 to 3 days
Right-of-way
Height:
2.4 m (8’) or 2.7 m to 3.0 m (9’-10’) for winter use
Width:
1.2 m to 1.5 m (4’-5’) and 1.8 m (6’) in dense vegetation
Tread width
45 cm - 60 cm (1’6”-2’ max.)
Terrain/Gradient
Moderate and challenging: More experienced hikers use these trails, so a grade
greater than 15% is fine, even welcomed and sought after.
Tread Drainage
Because these trails have low use and the experience is to be close to the natural
setting, limit the use of drainage diversions. Try to keep the trail over well-drained
earth.
If need be, use grade dips or waterbars, but no culverts!
Tread Surface
Natural soil (“duff”): developed trail surface is undesirable and unfitting, therefore,
unnecessary.
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Structures
Few structures as possible. Go around problem area if possible.
For wet areas use stepping stones, puncheons, corduroy.
Use local materials as much as possible for structures. On-site materials fit in with
the surroundings and importing materials to remote settings can be difficult.
Slopes:

Ladders at very steep slopes or small cliffs (riverbank, etc.).
Switchbacks rather than steps.

Bridges:

Simple and reflective of natural setting. Over wide watercourses, a
suspension bridge may be a good option.

Services and Facilities
Wilderness camping: modest campsites offer little more than fire pits and water
pump or are located near clean watersources. Keep campsites apart for privacy.
Backcountry camping: can be closer in proximity to one another and offer small
group sites.
Garbage bins are not a good idea because there is no regular maintenance. Have a
“carry in-carry out” policy.
Optional:

Emergency shelter with basic first-aid supplies.
Lean-to shelters for bad weather.

Multi-Use Compatibility
On Season: Mountain biking and horseback riding (provided the tread and
ROW width is at its widest for wilderness and backcountry trails,
respectively 90 cm and 1.8 m, and sufficient headway is allowed.)
Winter:

Cross-country skiing (conditions: ungroomed, winter camping)

Miscellaneous Notes
These trails will attract some day-users. Generally they do not continue beyond 5
km, therefore this first section should have the greatest tread and ROW width,
drainage structures, and more signage.
Portages: many portages for canoe routes would fall into this category but require
a higher and wider right of way, no sharp turns, and resting stations if portages are
long.
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FRONTCOUNTRY HIKING
Layout
Linear with spurs is good if trail passes by a few communities. Spurs make the
trail accessible at different points. Loop, staked loop, and satellite loop are also
appropriate.
Length
5 to 10 km
Completion Time
2 to 8 hours
Right-of-way
Height
2.4 m (8’) and 2.7 m to 3.0 m (9’-10’) heavy snowfall in winter use
Width
2.1 m to 2.7 m (7’-9’)
Tread Width
60 - 90 cm (2’ -3’)
Terrain/Gradient
Moderate terrain
Maximum sustained: 15 %
Maximum for short pitches 30% on short pitches.
Tread Drainage
Grade dips, waterbars, box culverts, french drains, few ditches
Tread Surface
Generally the shorter the trail the more usage there is.
High usage:
granular
Low usage:
woodchips and natural material (with top layer of duff removed).
Structures
Because people of varied ages and skills use these trails, there is greater attention
to safety. For example: steady wide bridges with railings, steps with railings on
steep slopes, ample clearing, etc.
Basic viewing stations with railings/guards if there is danger.
Slopes:
log or timber steps, timber stairs with stringers
Wetlands:
boardwalk on sleepers, corduroy with smooth surface material
Watercourses: boardwalks on posts, footbridge
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Services and Facilities
Toilets and water at trailhead(s). These are not necessary elsewhere along trail
unless it exceeds 10 km.
Some interpretative features - self-guided
Parking
Garbage bins
Optional: Changing hut
Multi-Use Compatibility
On season:
Mountain biking, equestrian, cross-country running
Winter:
Cross-country skiing
Miscellaneous Notes
Frontcountry trails are currently the most common in Nova Scotia. These trails
attract more tourist than wilderness or backcountry trails.

HIKING DAY-USE
Layout
Loop, staked loop, satellite loop, maze, spoked wheel.
Length
Up to 14 km (9 mi) (Single loops should not exceed 5 km)
Completion Time
1 to 6 hours
Right-of-way
Height:
2.4 m (8’) or 2.7 m to 3.0 m (9’-10’) for in winter use
Width:
1.2 m - 2.0 m (4’ - 6’)
Tread Width
60 - 150 cm (2’-5’)
Terrain/Gradient
Gentle to Moderate:
Maximum sustained:
Maximum for short pitch:

0 to 10%
15 %
20% for 30 m (keep such slopes to bare minimum)

Tread Drainage
Culverts, ditches, grade dips
Tread Surface
Crushed stone, soil cement,

3.10.1
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Structure
Timber stairs with stringers
Wheelchair-accessible ramps
Sturdy bridges: timber stringer with decking, truss, longitudinally laminated deck,
glue-laminated timber
Service and Facilities
Large parking lot
Restroom/toilet at trailhead
Interpretation features - signs, viewing stations, guided, and self-guided
Multi-Use Compatibility
On season: Fitness, wheelchairing
Winter:
Cross-country skiing (tracked)

HIKING URBAN
Layout
Maze or spoked wheel (in parks, gardens, etc.)
Linear (boardwalks, waterfront walks, for commuting)
Length
Generally 0.25 km to 2 km. There really is no defined length because urban trails
may be short sections that, together, make a longer trail.
Completion Time
20 mins to 1 hr or more
Right-of-way
Height:
3.0 m (10’) Not higher for winter use because if an urban trail is for
winter use, then snow will probably be cleared.
Width:
1.8 - 3.0 m (6’ - 10’)
Tread Width
1.2 - 1.8 m (4’ - 6’)
Terrain/Gradient
Very gentle: 0 - 3% Mobility accessibility is important (no greater than 3%)
Maximum sustained: 5 %
Tread Drainage
Ditches, culverts
Tread Surface
Compacted surface: crushed stone and fines
Hard surface: wood decking, soil cement, asphalt, concrete
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Structures
Stairs on short pitch grades greater than 5 %, otherwise, timber steps and stairs
with stringers. If other activities are permitted a detour trail without steps is
needed. If the grade is slight then place a ramp parallel to the stairs.
Bridges: bridge designs can be more decorative and unique at least 1.8 m wide,
with railings/guards and smooth level approaches
Service and Facilities
Because it is in an urban setting and has short completion time, services and facilities are optional. Try to use what is already available. However if the trail is within
a site that offers other opportunities, such as picnicking, lawn games, sunbathing,
or swimming, there should be washroom facilities, fountains, concession stands,
change rooms, etc.
Benches, picnic areas, and garbage bins
Waste bins and recycle bins
Multi-Use Compatibility
On season: In-line, wheelchair, strollers, fitness, and commute biking, sightseeing
Winter:
Fitness, commute biking, sight-seeing

3.10.2 BICYCLE ~ EXCURSION,TOURING, &
COMMUTING
Layout
Linear for commuting and touring
Loop, stacked loop, satellite loop for excursion
Length
3 to 8 km
8 to 16 km
16 to 32 km
32 to 64 km

short excursion for pleasure or commuting
leisurely excursion for pleasure or exercise
partial day touring
full day touring to extended travel

Completion Time
Commuting
N/A
Excursion
1/2 hour to 2 hours for occasional biker at recreational level
3 to 4 hours - partial day for intermediate
Touring
4 to 8 hours - full day for experienced
8+ hours - travelling
Right-of-way
Height:
2.4 m to 3 m (8’-10’)
Width:
1 way: 1.8 m to 2.1 m (6’ - 7’)
2 way: 3 m to 3.6 m (10’-12’)
Widen an extra 61 cm to 1.2 m on curves
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Tread Width
One way: 1.5 m (5’)
Two way: 3.0 m - 3.4 m (10’ - 11’)
Terrain/Gradient
Gentle rolling terrain with a variety of conditions - some slopes, curves
Throughout: 0 to 3 %
Maximum sustained: 7 %
Maximum on short pitch (less than 30 m): 8 % to 15 %
Tread Drainage
Waterbar for bicycles. Log or timber waterbars are potentially dangerous because
they are not even with surface. Difficult to ride up and over them.
Grade dips, culverts, ditching, french drains
For granular treads, spread gravel to slow water on slopes. Gravel cannot be too
large in diameter (dangerous). Place signs that warn “loose gravel ahead.”
Tread Surface
Granular: small gravel or crushed stone (hard to pedal over large gravel and deep
gravel surface).
Asphalt, concrete, or soil cement: more opportunities for other uses and easier
riding for narrow tires.
Structures
Bridges: Smooth, level-surface bridges. Timber planks are laid perpendicular or at
an angle to traffic. Wheel stops along edges are a good idea; keep low enough
(7 cm) so pedals do not hit them. If deck is more than 90 cm off ground, there
should be railings 1.4 m high on both sides.
Dodgeways to restrict trail from use to approved uses. Be careful: If the trail is to
be wheelchair accessible, the dodgeway opening has to be wide enough (92 cm)
for a wheelchair to pass.
Service and Facilities
Bike racks for locking bikes at trail heads, at rest facilities, or at the junction of a
spur trail that doesn’t allow bikes.
Drinking fountains along a trail longer than 5 km.
Multi-Use Compatibility
On Season:
Hiking, in-line (paved surface), fitness, equestrian
Use two-way tread width and ROW.
Winter:
Snowmobiling, cross-country skiing, and snowshoeing
Miscellaneous Notes
Sight Distance: 15.2 m to 45 m (for speeds of 12 to 32 km/hr)
Curves and turns are wanted to unfold the experience a little at a time, however,
keep safety a priority. Avoid really sharp turns with dense walls of trees or rock
face, etc. An alternative is to trim through the trees (clean up low limbs) beyond
the ROW for view through them.
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Turning radius: no turns at base of hill (for downward traffic), especially if other
activities are permitted, as the rider will not have enough time to react to slower
traffic and they will be making wider turns. Also, turns are difficult to master on
gravel or wet surfaces so the rider may fall.

3.10.3 MOUNTAIN BIKING
Layout
Loop or linear
Length
20 km
Completion Time
The average mountain biker is out for 3 hours.
Right-of-way
Height:
2.4 m to 3 m (8’-10’)
Width:
One way: 1.2 m to 2.0 m (4’ - 6’)
Two way: 2.0 m to 3.0 m (6’ - 10’)
Widen an extra 1.2 m on curves
Tread Width
One way:
91 cm to 1.2 m (3’- 4’)
Two way:
1.5 m (5’)
Terrain / Gradient
Mountain bikers seek rough, hilly terrain.
Be aware that on steep grades erosion is a concern. Tires tear up the surface and
subbase.
Tread Drainage
Waterbars are not particularly unsafe to mountain bikers because the terrain is
usually rough anyway, but bikes tear at them until they rise up and then they
become dangerous.
On steep slopes place good drainage rock that is not too big in diameter
(dangerous). Place signs that warn “loose gravel ahead.”
Tread Surface
Natural surface including rocks, small roots, etc. Remove boulders though because
they are dangerous, especially when wet and slippery.
Coarse gravel is suitable if natural surface is not.
Structures
Bridges: If possible stay away from bridges (i.e., go around the area). If bridge is
necessary it should have a flat deck (e.g., timber decking) with some traction.
Flat timber is laid perpendicular or diagonal to traffic. Wheel stops along the
edges are a good idea; keep low enough (7 cm) so pedals do not hit them.
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If deck is 90 cm above ground, include railings/guards.
Dodgeways: Use these to restrict trail use to approved uses. Be careful: If the trail
will be wheelchair accessible, the dodgeway opening has to be wide enough
(92 cm) for a wheelchair to pass.
Service and Facilities
Bike racks
Optional: drinking water at trailhead
Multi-Use Compatibility
On season: Hiking, equestrian
Winter:
Hiking
Miscellaneous Notes
Turning radius: 1.2 m to 2.4 m
Sight Distance: Mountain biking on rough terrain and hills is more risky than
traditional biking because of high speeds and bumpy surface, therefore there is
need for warning signs and greater sight distance.

3.10.4 HORSEBACK RIDING
Layout
Loop or satellite loop; one-way direction can be easier to manage.
Linear for overnight trips.
Length
10 km
10-30 km
30-50 km

few hours
partial day
full day (50+ ~ opportunity for one night camping)

Completion Time
1 to 2 hours up to full day of 6 to 8 hours. A horse can travel 8 km an hour at a
fairly slow walk.
Right-of-way
Height:
3.0 m to 3.6 m (10’-12’)
Width:
3.6 m to 4.9 m (12’-16’)
Tread Width
1.8 - 2.4 m (6’-8’) is adequate for one-way trail.
4 m (14’) for two-way
Terrain / Gradient
Old logging and farm roads are ideal, as are backcountry trails.
0-15 % is ideal (10 % max. sustained). Variety of these slopes is desirable.
15-30% maximum on short pitches (not more than 30 m).
Greater grades will be prone to erosion if used in wet weather.
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Tread Drainage
Equestrian trails must have very good drainage because shod horses can do
serious damage to a damp area on a frequently used path. In moist areas, use
corduroys, preferably those with a surface. Waterbars and drainage dips are
probably not the best because the horses wear these down, eventually lifting or
moving them out of place. Use culverts over running water where necessary.
Horses can easily ford streams up to 90 cm deep.
Tread Surface
Hard surfaces are unforgiving even to shod horses’ feet. However, riders prefer
short distances at slow speeds on hard surfaces to lengthy detours. Woodchips are
safe for hooves, but heavy use may tear up this surface. Fine to medium gravel is
excellent. Although it may lodge in horse’s shoes, this is an acceptable risk to
equestrians. Probably the best is well-compacted soil such as on old wood and
farm roads.
If hosting other activities, make sure there is good sub-base as this will lessen the
chances of the surface tearing. Use speed limits and weather closures to protect
the surface, rather than prohibiting use by horses. A horse at a walk or slow jog
trot will do no more harm than a bicycle will.
Structures
For small streams and swampy areas:
Puncheons 61 cm to 76 cm wide
Riders will have to dismount and lead the horses across.
Bridges

At least 2.4 m wide
Preferably no logs; instead, use flat decking.
Needs to be engineered to hold 680 kg to 907 kg (1500 to 2000 lbs)
of live weight (horses, people, and other traffic) and made secure
against swaying.
Avoid lengthy watercrossings and use alternative routes.

Services and Facilities
Vehicle parking with room for trailers to park and turn.
Hitching posts, water source, shade.
Campsites for overnight are optional
Multi-Use Compatibility
Winter:
Snowmobile, cross-country skiing, and snowshoeing (if
groomed, horses keep to the side)
Other seasons: Hiking, biking, ATV
There are relatively few equestrians in most areas, therefore carrying capacity
should not likely be an issue. Multi-use is certainly achievable and users can get
along safely and happily as long as appropriate policies and regulations are
encouraged, and riders are aware of what conditions they will meet. Detailed
maps are important.
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Miscellaneous Notes
• Sight distances and signs:15 m to 30 m before subject. Place sign 30 m before
road or rail crossing.
• If there are wet areas for a prolonged period (more than 2 days), limit speed,
close trail to horses until it is dry, or create a detour.
• Designate specific grazing areas.
• Reasons managers typically do not want horses on the trail:
Misconception #1: Horses will get out of hand and run away.
Reality: Indeed a horse’s first reaction to a frightening object is to run, but
a horse ridden on a multi-use trail should be adequately trained and under
control, so that it will do no more than “shy” (move sideways quickly).
Frightening objects may include sudden loud noises, light coloured large
objects, and fast moving silent approaches by bicycle. A rider should be
assumed to be in control even in a “shy” situation and others need do
nothing more than stand still and/or move aside. A horse will do its utmost
to avoid running into a human or other object and is surprisingly agile.
A loose horse will normally stop within a short distance and may be caught
easily.
Misconception #2: Eew! The trail will be covered in manure.
Reality: The diet of a horse is the cleanest of all domestic animals, being
nothing but grass and grains. Therefore the manure will dry enough to cease
any smell at all within 24 hours. Within a week, it will be essentially gone.
Ask the riders to dismount and remove manure from actively used trails if
they are unable to move the horse aside off the trail.
Misconception #3: Mountain biking trails cannot allow horses.
Reality: Yes they can. Bikers will have to ring or whistle going around
corners with short sight distances.
• Organized trail rides: Events that are judged “pleasure” at distances up to 24
km, “competitive” at distances up to 64 km, and “endurance” which may be 1
to 3 days over 80 km to 160 km are recognized sports which will draw people
to your community if you have a welcoming attitude and good trails.
Endurance riding is an international sport at which Atlantic Canadians compete
in high levels. Adequate trails for training have been hard to come by in Nova
Scotia and local competitors would be anxious to use newly constructed trail
systems.
• Avoid crossing at heavy-traffic roads.
• Publicly accessible roads and wood-roads in Nova Scotia are ideal for horse
riding. For further information on equestrian trails, contact Atlantic Canada
Trail Riding Association (ACTRA) or NS Distance Riding Association. Contact
NS Equestrian Federation (902-425-5450) for names of members in your area.
Commercial trail-riding outfits, using their own or leased trails, are found in
most areas of Nova Scotia; many of these are listed in local Yellow Pages or in
the adventure tourism publications of the Department of Economic
Development and Tourism.
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3.10.5 CROSS-COUNTRY SKI
Layout
Novice:
Intermediate:
Expert:

Single loop
Stacked or satellite loop
Linear from origin to destination with emergency escape
routes or maze (must have frequent directional signs)
Combined levels: Stacked or satellite loop where the core loop is easiest and the
other loops are for intermediate and expert levels.
Length
Novice
Intermediate
Expert

2 to 6 km
6 to 22 km
22+ km

Completion Time
Novice 1 to 2 hrs
Inter.
2 to 4 hrs
Expert 3 to 6 hrs
Right-of-way
Height 3.6 m (12’) above average snowfall
Width

1-way traffic
2-way traffic

Classic
3.3 m (11’)
3.6 m to 4.3 m (12’-14’)

Skate
4.3 m (14’)
4.8 m to 5.1 m (16’-17’)

Allow at least 2.4 m for groomers (if applicable).
Tread Width
1-way:
2-way:

Classic
1.2 m to 1.8 m (4’-6’)*
2.1 m to 2.4 m (7’-8’)

Skate
3.3 m (11’)
3.9 m (13’)

On hills: widen to 3.0 m to 3.6 m (10’-12’) for safe deceleration and for ascending
by herringbone and sidestep manoeuvres.
Terrain/Gradient
General rule of thumb: aim for 1/3 flat ground, 1/3 downhill, 1/3 uphill. Avoid
steep slope (40 %) unless it is short (less than 38 m) or for expert skiers. Avoid
sharp turns, drastic dips, and steep-angled cross-slopes. Consider the surroundings: dense conifers may block snow fall and open areas may be too cold and
windy.
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Recommended: 0-5% (sustained)
Maximums:
Novice:
10% - with wide, gentle curves
Intermediate: 25% - simplify long, steep slope with short plateaus for resting
Expert:
40% - simplify long, steep slope with short plateaus for resting
provide long, straight runout distance
Generally the maximum is 10% to 15% over 100 m and anything above 15% is
occasional and over a distance less than 30 m.
Tread Drainage
Avoid using a waterbar because it protrudes above-ground and will catch skis if
there is too little snow covering it. Use ditches and small-diameter culverts.
Tread Surface
The trail base is free of large rocks, roots, stumps, railway ties, and other objects
that protrude above the surface. Generally the tread is left natural (“duff”) – the
existing soil, rock, and ground-covering growth. Damp sections require a granular
material and corduroys for very wet areas. The material on old railways is
generally suitable once the ties are removed. Granular material used over the
entire tread surface makes the trail suitable for other activities in the off-season.
The snow surface is compacted and groomed after 30 cm has accumulated.
See 5.2.8 Grooming.
Structures
Very small, shallow streams that freeze easily do not need a structure for crossing;
simply ski over ice and snow. This is not recommended when encountering deep
and/or wide watercourses, as ice thickness would need to be measured on a daily
basis. Travelling over frozen water puts users at danger and accessibility to the
other side of water is dependent on Mother Nature.
Bridges: Wide enough for track and poles and strong enough to hold weight of
snow, skiers, and groomers. Do not have bridges at the bottoms of downhill runs.
Have straight, level approaches to bridges.
Boardwalks for very wet areas.
Service and Facilities
At trailhead a nice feature is a shelter to prepare for skiing (waxing, dressing, etc.).
Install a thermometer for outdoor temperature. Shelters may include fireplace,
toilet, and lunch tables. It is useless and costly to litter shelters everywhere along
the trail, but, at the same time, do not place them too far apart. Think about the
needs of the novice and intermediate skiers first because they will want resting
points sooner than experts do. These skiers are more likely to be out for a winter
picnic, in which case the shelter is a destination. Because outdoor drinking
fountains may not operate in winter, be sure there is running water indoors.
Supply ski racks at trailhead and other resting points.
Parking areas: For any trail, parking on the side the road is not advised, especially
in the winter, so provide a parking lot.
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Multi-Use Compatibility
Winter:
Snowmobiling, snowshoeing and equestrian (provided it is an
ungroomed trail, otherwise these users should keep to the side)
Off-season: Hiking, biking, fitness, equestrian, ATV
If the trail is designed with off-season activities in mind and if a section is too
steep for cross-country skiing, then sprout a trail away from the trail and slope,
eventually connecting back to main trail. Have clear markers and signs to direct
users on the appropriate seasonal trails.
Steps will make skiing impossible.
Miscellaneous Notes
• Know the weather patterns at all points: where snow does and does not collect,
where snow melts (south facing slopes), icy areas, windy areas.
• Turning radius: Avoid sharp turns on a slope, but if there is one, tilt the tread to
the inside of the turn and extend the tread width (and ROW) by an extra 90 to
120 cm. A sharp radius should have a sight distance of 15 m (50’). The key to
remember is that the steeper the slope, the more generous the runout, width,
and radius.
• Nordic Ski Nova Scotia has put in place a trail classification system so skiers
can identify the conditions of trails:
Backcountry Ski Area
Touring Trail
Tracked Trail
Groomed and Tracked Trail
Groomed, Tracked and
Renovated

no service, local inquiries advised
marked, mapped
marked, mapped, tracks set by
machine or ski, regularly maintained
marked, mapped, snow surface groomed or
tracks set by machine, regularly maintained
Marked, mapped, groomed, track set and
mechanically renovated as necessary, regularly
maintained.

There is a set of standard (unofficial) symbols used for identifying the rate of difficulty for trails.
Contact Nordic Ski Nova Scotia for further resources on trail development and
details on future workshops.
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3.10.6 SNOWMOBILE
Layout
Most often snowmobilers have a destination to reach, therefore a linear layout is
most suitable. There should be at least one point of origin (trailhead) and point
of destination. At both points, provide open areas for parking and warming
snowmobiles and other preparations.
Length
A linear trail for day-use is about 80 km (one way). This is the average length a
trail group or snowmobile club develops and manages. Separately managed trails
often connect to form a larger trail system for longer excursions of an average
350 km.
Completion Time
Snowmobilers are rarely out for less than 4 hours. On average they snowmobile
for 4 to 8 hours or 100 to 200 km per trip. Sometimes they like to travel
overnight.
Right-of-Way
Height
3 m to 3.6 m above snow level
Width:
1-way traffic:
3.7 m to 4.3 m (12’-14’)
2-way traffic:
4.3 m to 4.9 m (14’-16’)
Tread Width
1-way:
2.4 m to 3.0 m (8’-10’)
2-way:
3.0 m to 4.3 m (10’-14’)
Terrain / Gradient
Maximum sustained: 25%
Maximum on short pitch: 35%
The trail usually runs along the hillside as opposed to running up and down the
slope. Sections on slopes need to be long, straight, and wide. Extended switchbacks are common for great slopes.
Tread Drainage
Ditches and culverts
Tread Surface
The trail base is free of rocks, roots, stumps, railway ties, and other objects that
protrude above the surface. Generally the tread is left natural (“duff”) - the existing
soil, rock, and ground-covering growth. Damp sections require a granular material
and corduroys for very wet areas. The material on old railways is generally suitable
once the ties are removed. Granular material is used as a surface for off-season
activities. A snowmobile trail should not have a paved surface (for off-season uses)
because pavement attracts the sun and retains heat, thus, melts the snow.
The snow surface is compacted and groomed after 30 cm has accumulated.
See 5.2.8 Grooming.
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Structures
Install a barrier fence to stop people from straying onto other property, farmland,
or bodies of water. Reflective markers for safety during night.
Bridges at least 3 m wide with 1.2 m railings. Reflective markers on railings to
mark the edges. Railings should slope into the grade or bridge approaches.
Driving over frozen brooks, streams, etc. NOT a recommended way to cross
bodies of water - snowmobilers falling through ice is not uncommon.
Corduroy; covered with hay or other material to hold snow and avoid bumps
from forming.
Waterbars; provided there is plenty of snow to cover them, otherwise the
machines skiis will catch.
Culverts; for heavy drainage.
Services and Facilities
Open areas at origins and destinations for parking and preparing snowmobiles.
Shelters/rest stops
Club house
Local businesses such as service and gas stations, restaurants and accommodations, welcome snowmobile clients so incorporate their services into the trail.
Allow local businesses to have signs on the trial. This will give them an advertising
opportunity and you will have less signage costs. Make sure they install the signs
according to the trail’s signage standards.
In most cases snowmobile trails are close to communities therefore have many
spur trails, however if the trail is remote, make emergency exist routes every 8 to
16 km.
Multi-use Compatibility
Winter:
Cross-country skiing, snowshoeing, ATVs
Off season: Biking, equestrian, hiking, ATVs
Miscellaneous Notes
Avoid crossing roads and highways where possible, otherwise take extra measures
to prevent accidents and control snowmobile traffic. Clear and well-placed signs
are crucial for both snowmobilers on the trail and the drivers on the roads.
Sight distance: Ideally a minimum of 122m (400’) of unobstructed forward and
rear view. For higher speeds it needs to be increased.
Avoid sharp turns.
Minimum turning radius:7.6 m (25’) Wider to accommodate the size of groomer
and for safety.
One ATV will destroy a groomed snowmobile trail if snow is soft and more than
2” deep. ATV’s are a danger on snow covered trails as they are difficult to manage
and create an unsafe tread for snowmobiles.
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Accessible Trails for Everyone

3.11

Thus far, Sections 2 and 3 have focused on trail components that are appropriate
for people who can travel trails with relative ease. The only variance in “userfriendliness” has been the skill and physical fitness level. However, some of these
components are not user-friendly to the elderly or to people with mobility or
visual disabilities.

Throughout this manual the term accessible is used. Distinguish the term in its different
contexts. The word accessible can describe the ease of reaching a trail or its features
because of their proximity. Accessible also describes the ease of use of a facility,
particularly, for people with impairments or disabilities.

This section is devoted to the topic of accessibility, to emphasize the need for
accessible trails and to attend to the special design requirements. An accessible
trail is not separate from other trails. It simply means that certain measures are
taken to make a common trail useable by people with temporary or permanent
disabilities and impairments.
Many elderly people, people in wheelchairs, people having difficulty walking, and
people who are legally blind desire to be outdoors and on trails. Restrictive
designs often deny them the same opportunities that people without disabilities
can freely have. Realistically, it is not feasible to have all trails fully accessible.
Primitive trails and some countryside trails cannot offer their intended experience
if they have wide paved treads, no hills, and decked bridges with railings. Alternatively, a trail can offer a near-experience, meaning accessibility standards can be
incorporated into a section of a countryside trail.
Sometimes trails are a little more challenging to make fully accessible because of
financial constraints. The design requirements can be costly. It is best to address
these requirements during the design stage, because it will be more costly if done
as an afterthought. This is not a reason to dismiss the possibility nor ‘pass the
buck’ to another project operation. Chances are, that operation will only leave the
responsibility to another and so on. The result is, all individuals will not receive
equal opportunity. It is simply a matter of raising extra funds to cover the costs.
The Canadian Paraplegic Association (CPA) distributes a document prepared by
Parks Canada titled Design Guidelines for Accessible Outdoor Recreation Facilities.
It is full of useful information that is easy to understand and has a special section
for trails. You may order one from the CPA address found in the Appendix under
Directory. The Recreation Council on Disability in Nova Scotia is available for
consultation on the concerns of people with disabilities. This organization also has
an excellent resource that is called Access For All that gives specifications for
washrooms and trails.
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The following content is derived from the above two sources and is a summary of
the major requirements for a trail to be accessible. The sources have much more
detail; it is recommended that you also use these sources or other appropriate
ones.
Length
There is no specific quota for the length of a trail that is accessible. It may be
decided that the entire length of the trial will be accessible or only a section of it.
Make at least 1 to 2 km accessible.
Right-of-way
Contrast the colour and/or texture between the tread surface and the immediate
ground area to the sides of trail (shoulders) to assist vision. For example, with a
gravel tread, earth-coloured shoulders are not as helpful as green grass.
Tread Width
1-way traffic:
2-way traffic:

1.2 m (4’)
1.8 m (6’)

Tread
A 75-mm curb on at least one side of the tread helps people using visual aid canes
to guide themselves on the trail.
Terrain/Gradient
Accessible trails should be on flat or gently sloping terrain. If this is not always the
case, indicate at the trailhead that the terrain is challenging.
Maximum slope:
5% (1:50)
Maximum cross slope: 2% (1:20)

Guard with handrail

Guards/Fences
Where the change in elevation to the side of the trail is greater than 60 cm, install
guards or fences to prevent accidents. Also add these to hazardous areas such as
bridges, lookouts,
boardwalks.
Guards should be:
a) 105 cm high
from ground to
top of guard
b) equally spaced
and parallel
guardrails 46 cm
apart or balusters
(vertical guards)
20 cm apart
c) stable and able
to resist 300 lbs of
applied weight
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Stairs
Have a uniform rise height and tread depth.
Risers cannot be greater than 18 cm and tread cannot be greater than 28 cm.
Open risers (gaps between treads) are hazardous to visually impaired people
because their cane and/or foot can slip between the steps.
Put a coloured and textured strip at the edge of each step.
Bridge
1-way traffic:
2-way traffic:

1.2 m (4’)
1.8 m (6’)

Guards are strongly recommended.
Curb 5 cm or 12 cm on both sides keep wheelchairs on the bridge and to guide
cane users across.
Threshold is to be no greater than 13 mm high and an approach sloped at 1:2.
Rest Areas
Place benches at every 45 m to 60 m.
Allow 85 cm wide x 120 cm deep next to the bench for wheelchair.
For picnic table specifications, see 3.13.2 Picnic Areas.
Drinking Fountains
A clearance of 68 cm from the underside of the fountain for knee space with a
water spout at 80 cm. The outer edge of the fountain should be 50 cm from the
fountain’s base. Put a push button or hand lever at the front side so user can easily
control waterflow.
Washrooms
Washrooms are to have ample manoeuvring area for wheelchairs, proper toilets,
and grab-bars (Books mentioned earlier have detailed specifications).
Signage
The height of a person in a wheelchair is lower than an adult standing, so place
signs 125 cm to 175 cm from ground. Oversized symbols and lettering assist
people with visual impairments.

Risers

Parking
See 3.13.1 Parking
Barriers
Spaces between bollards and dodgeway openings are 92 cm minimum.

Curb
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Tread Surfaces for Accessible Trails
in decreasing order of accessibility
Surface

Mobility
(particularly
wheelchair)

Visual

Concrete

✓

✓

• most firm, slip-resistant
• surface texture can be changed to help visually
impaired

Asphalt

✓

✓

• poor in direct sun - it softens, so wheels &
walking aids stick to it

Soil Cement

✓

✓

• a less costly alternative for a hard surface

Crushed
Aggregate

✓

✓

• wheelchair-accessible only if subbase is well
compacted & very good drainage, otherwise is
only passable with assistance

with occasional
assistance

Comments

Wood Decking

✓

✓

• planks need to be laid perpendicular to travel
direction
• if it warps, it is a trip hazard

Concrete Pavers

✓

✓

• gaps between pavers may be difficult for
wheelchairs to pass
• size, texture & patterns help visually impaired.

✓

• does not allow for visual cues

✓

• for a challenge
• remove obstructions from tread, like stumps &
boulders
• does not allow for visual cues

with assistance

Woodchips
Natural (duff)

with some
assistance
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BARRIERS

3.12

Barriers are used to control the access to a trail and conditions along a trail such as
bridges, cliffs, and prohibited areas. Barriers are used to impede users from
dangerous situations, protect sensitive environment, restrict vehicles, and prohibit
activities. Barriers are not always enough for some people to obey, so regulatory
signs need to be posted along-side or preceeding the barrier. Signs reinforce and
explain why the barrier is there. Barriers are made of timber, logs, metal, tubing,
or stones. Choose a material that is sturdy and fits the surroundings. Attach
reflective patches to the barrier for low light or night vision, especially those trails
with activities other than hiking. Be sure to choose a proper barrier:
1. Impede unapproved activities but be careful not to jeopardize the
movement of users participating in the approved activities.
2. Depending on the maintenance system and emergency strategy, access should
not be denied to maintenance vehicles, grooming machines, and
emergency vehicles.
3. Be careful not to make access difficult for people with disabilities or
inexperienced participants.
There are five kinds of barrier structures, each having variations, and these are
bollard, stile, dodgeway, gate, and fence.
Bollards

Bollards
These are posts installed in the ground, at close
distances apart, to block the passage of road and
off-road vehicles. They are found at trailheads
and other access points. Also, special sections of
trails such as a spur leading to a viewing station
use posts to limit certain traffic. A bollard is
roughly 91 cm (3’) high off the ground so all trail
users and drivers of road vehicles can see them.
The number of posts is optional. In some cases
one post in the centre of the tread may be
enough to deter vehicles. However, some are
people are persistent so, it is suggested that
several posts are installed across the entire width
of the right-of-way. With sufficient spacing (at
least 90 cm) wheelchairs can pass through.
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Stiles
Stiles are a means of getting to the other side of a
fence (not over live electrical fences!). Stiles serve
two opposite purposes; 1) to impede users other
than hikers, and 2) to make passage possible. That
is, a fence may be purposefully installed as a
barrier and a stile built to cross it or, a fence may
already exist to mark property and a stile is built
to cross it without destruction. [Of course, if the
trail crosses an existing fence and property, you
have permission from the landowner, right ?]
There are many stile structures to choose from, all
of which have generally the same ease of construction, but some are more tricky than others to use.
Stiles are actually not suitable on many trails
because they are only useable by agile hikers.

5 types of stiles
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Dodgeways
When a dodgeway is a part of a fence it is actually a kind of stile. Or, a dodgeway
can be on its own; it is like a split fence arranged in sections. The difference
between the two is illustrated in the preceeding diagrams. Both allow trail users to
pass through without climbing anything. It is also a way for cyclists to pass
without lifting the bike over a fence.
The sectional dodgeway serves the
same purpose as a bollard - for control
at trailheads and access points. Make
the opening size sufficient, so the
approved activities can pass through
and the unapproved activities cannot.
Note: Stiles and dodgeways may not be
appropriate on a livestock fence
because the animals could escape and
outside predators could enter. Discuss
with the farmer what is the best
solution to crossing the fence.

Two styles of dodgeways
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Dodgeway
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Gates
Gates open like swinging doors or a sliding door. The best benefit of a gate is that
it is fully wheelchair-accessible provided that the opening width is 90 cm
(minimum) and it is easy to open/close. A gate
prevents motored vehicles (cars and ATVs) from
entering, but prevent few other activities unless
locked. Gates are mainly used to block off restricted
areas where only trail operators have access.
Gates must be well marked from both sides when
used on multipurpose trails, especially those
involving speed e.g., snowmobiles, bicycles.
Fences
Fences guard users from a dangerous condition or a protected area and keep users
from trespassing. Fencing is expensive over a large area and it is also somewhat
controversial. Trail operators and natural attraction promoters both deal with the
issue of prioritizing user-safety and uninterrupted nature. The classic example is
the dispute over Peggy’s Cove rugged shoreline: some say a fence is needed and
others say written/verbal warnings are sufficient. This manual will not attempt to
offer a solution; rather it recommends that groups consider all the conditions and
likelihoods, and come to a decision whether to install a fence along the gully,
ridge, cliff, or whatever the case may be. It is difficult to find the right balance
between user safety and the integrity of nature and the trail. Return to your
purpose and objectives for guidance when making these decisions.

Gates

Fences can be made of timber, rock, wire and posts, concrete pre-fabricated
fences, or wood pieces. Make sure fences are sturdy, secure in the ground, and can
handle the weight of people leaning (or sitting on it - even when they are not
supposed to) on it. Fences should be high enough so no more than 1/4 of a
person’s weight can be over the fence. In other words, an average-sized adult
should not be able to lean over the fence from their middle body. The CSA
building code standard for a fence height is 107 cm. However, higher fences
(137 cm) are necessary for equestrians and bikers because they are higher off the
ground.
Below the top rail or guard there should be one or two guards to partially fill the
gap. This prevents kids from slipping under. Kids (and even adults) tend to climb
fences as though they were a jungle-gyms, especially when angling for a better
view. Of course this is not safe and is not to be encouraged, however, the guards
need to be as sturdy as the fence frame so they do not snap. Another option is to
fill the gap below the top guard with wire fencing mesh.
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3.13

Facilities and Amenities
3.13.1 PARKING
Constructing a parking lot may not be necessary for all trails; for instance, the trail
may pass through a town, or an existing parking lot may be used (with the
permission of owner). Never encourage parking on the roadside and do not give
participants a reason to; that is, provide parking spaces. The only exception to this
rule is for trails that have minimal use. Generally, transportation departments will
tolerate a few vehicles, provided they are not interfering with road traffic or
congested driveways. If the rate of use increases, proper parking will have to be
made available. Parking is at the trailhead in most cases, but a very long trail may
benefit from another lot halfway. Lengthy linear trails will need a parking lot at
each end.
Any road or driveway (i.e., parking lot) exiting from a Department of Transportation and Communications roadway must be designed and constructed according
to guidelines and specifications established by the department. The trail developer
must submit to DOTC a detailed roadway layout showing the proposed layout,
approximate grades, drainage patterns, and property boundaries. It is mandatory
that DOTC approval is secured before building a driveway leading from the
roadway.
The driveway should be wide enough for two vehicles: a minimum 6 metres of
travel surface is recommended. It must intersect the main road at an angle of
70° to 90°. The access road must not exceed a grade of 8%. Within 15 metres of
the intersecting road the grade should be less than 2%. The driveway must be
crowned at 2% grade to direct drainage away from the intersecting road. A culvert
should be installed where water flows or collects.
Parking capacity is based on the number of users. A wilderness hiking trail attracts
few people at once so 4 to 6 spaces is plenty unless there is a large number of
backcountry campsites or shelters. A day-use trail will need many more spaces.
Also take into account the space needed for the following:
•
•
•
•
•

wheelchair accessibility
campers (tourists)
horse trailers
snowmobile and ATV trailers
buses (tours, schools)

The layout should be functional with clearly identifiable spaces, an easily understandable circulation pattern, and visible and spacious entrance/exit for safety.
For an all-season trail the parking surface should be paved, otherwise, crusher
dust, gravel, or existing soils can be used.
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Accessible Parking
Government facilities must comply with the Treasury Board Policy on Accessibility
and Canadian Standard Association’s CSA-B651 Barrier-Free Design standard. The
same standards are recommended for non-government facilities such as your trail
project. All designated parking spaces must be connected to a continuous, accessible route of travel. For up to 25 parking spaces, at least one accessible space is
required and 26 to 50 spaces need two, etc. Car spaces shall be at least 240 cm
wide, have an adjacent access aisle at least 150 cm wide, and have a firm level
surface. Designate these spaces as reserved for people with physical disabilities
with the international access symbol (a sign 150 cm from ground) or painted on
paved surface (100 cm long). Curbs running along the parking lot must have a
ramp at the access aisle having a maximum slope of 1:8, a width of 120 cm, slipresistant surface, and flared sides. Contact the Canadian Paraplegic Association for
a copy of the Design Guidelines for Accessible Outdoor Recreation Facilities.



International access symbol

3.13.2 PICNIC AREAS
Picnic areas are not an essential component of a trail, but are welcomed on most
trails except for primitive trails. Picnic areas should be set back from the trail
right-of-way so that the separate activities do not interfere with each other. It
should be a comfortable and aesthetically pleasing area. Provide a mixture of
shady and sunlit areas, away from strong winds and from places that attract
buzzing pests (blackflies, horseflies, mosquitoes).
Picnic Tables
Picnic tables are made of wood, metal, concrete, or recycled materials. Choose one
that best fits the surroundings and the rate of use (wood tables are more subject to
vandalism on high-use trails). There are fixed tables and traditional picnic tables.
Fixed tables are permanently secured in the ground (i.e., made of concrete). These
are more work to install and do not allow the picnic area to be flexible for future
changes. The traditional picnic table is
the best bet; these
are prefabricated,
easily installed,
removable for winter,
and can be relocated.

Wheelchair accessible picnic table

A traditional picnic
table typically
measures 180 cm
wide by 240 cm long
with 240 cm benches
on both sides. Allow
at least 150 cm of
clear space around
the table for wheelchair movement.
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A 76-cm clearance between the ground and underside of tabletop allows enough
room for both able-bodied users and people with wheelchairs to sit comfortably.
Provide a tabletop that has 60 cm from the legs to the end.
To prevent theft or removal, chain the table under the tabletop, at the centre, to an
attachment secured in the ground. Urban type trails may include a simple roof
over picnic tables, but this is really a frivolous feature when natural shade is
available.

Fire pits

Fire Pits
Fire pits or fireplaces are an added touch to picnic sites that trail users appreciate.
Backpackers appreciate fire pits as one of the few facilities on a wilderness trail.
Consider the responsibilities
of fire pits; although usually
safe, they can be a fire hazard
to a wooded area or dry field.
Human errors can have
serious consequences for the
safety of the trail’s environment and its users. There is
next to no supervision on
these wilderness trails and
remote locations are hard to
reach in emergency situations. The group will have to
decide whether to provide
pits in remote locations. If
pits are made available, they
encourage fires, but without
them, fires may not be
contained in the safest
location.
Locate fire pits a generous distance from trees and dry grassy areas. Fire pits are
sunk in the ground and surrounded by fill. Orient the vent away from the
prevailing wind direction.
Garbage Bins
Picnics produce garbage, so there must be a place to discard it. A “pack in-pack
out” policy is not really ideal for a trail that has picnic tables. A picnic table is
really an invitation to eat at the trail facility, so it would not be fair to not provide
garbage bins. Garbage bins are a maintenance responsibility; someone will have to
collect it.
It is best to have a cover attached or chained to the garbage bin so scavengers
cannot have a little party and leave a mess! Include separate bins for recycling
drink containers; it means less waste and some revenue. Return them to a
recycling depot in Nova Scotia to receive five cents per container, this can go
towards maintenance costs!
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3.13.3 BENCHES
Place benches off to the side of the trail, in both quiet and busy areas, sunlit and
shaded areas. Primitive and countryside trails can use something as simple as a
slab bench (no backrest, no armrests). These are simple to build. Or, use a big
piece of driftwood, a tree trunk, or boulder. It costs nothing and adds character.
More developed trails require benches with back and arm support. For accessibility, the height of seat from ground should be between 45 cm and 51 cm and the
depth 40 cm to 50 cm. Tilt the seat at 5° to 10° and the backrest at 8° to 15° from
the upright position. Provide a firm and level surface adjacent to the bench for
wheelchairs.

Benches
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3.13.4 DRINKING FOUNTAINS
Drinking fountains are not necessary for low-use
trails and short trails. Fountains need a well or
connection to a water system, and the installation
of one is costly. Try to situate fountains near a
washroom or shelter. The pump style is good for
frontcountry trails. For developed trails install a
fountain that is accessible to children and people
in wheelchairs. Regulations for a wheelchairaccessible fountain dictate the knee space under
the unit to be at least 43 cm deep and 68 cm
high. The control and sprout must be at or near
the front and easy to operate with one hand.

3.13.5 LAVATORIES
Lavatories are optional amenities, however, they
are desirable at high-use trails, family trails, and
those which attract tourists, offer camping, or
have a club cabin. Lavatories range from a very
basic system to a complete washroom facility.
Consult with the Department of Environment
about regulations and permits.
The first four lavatories listed here are contained
within a basic hut and the washroom facility is in
a small building. The privy huts may be
constructed or come as a part of the manufactured
system. A hut for one individual lavatory is
described by the following:

Drinking fountains

• constructed with plywood, or better, and siding
• minimum measurements: 120 cm x 120 cm x
200 cm
• slanted, shingled roof
• door with self-closing latch on outside and
simple look on the inside
• vents with insect screen by the floor, in the roof and in the door
• water closet seat and cover
• ventilation pipe: plastic or PVC pipe exiting privy system to the outside of hut
and up beyond roof
The following are lavatory systems that are contained within and below such huts.
Primitive pit privy
This is the easiest to provide as it is a basic 60 cm x 60 cm x 120 cm hole in the
ground and low in cost. It can only be in one spot for a short term because it has a
small holding capacity, therefore it needs to be moved regularly (relative to use). It
is unsanitary, has odour problems, and is a hazard to the environment.
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Composting pit privy
A composting pit privy is a manufactured system that is easily installed. It is a
much more environmentally friendly alternative, it has no odours, and has a long
life. This is used at high-use trails, otherwise, the composting chemistry will not
work properly. It does not work as well in Nova Scotia’s long cold seasons, but it is
suitable for a summer and a warm spring. It requires regular operational upkeep.
There has been some recent headway in the development of a solar powered
composting washroom.
Pit privy with concrete tank
This is similar to a composting pit privy, however, it requires a little more maintenance and is less durable. It is also more expensive.
Accessible pit privy
The actual pit system does not change. A ramp leads up to the door providing
easy access. The door needs to be at least 81 cm wide and should swing out on
spring-type hinges. The interior floor area is at least 170 cm X 170 cm. The centre
line of the toilet fixture is 48 cm from the adjacent wall.
Septic tank system
This is the highest standard of lavatory facilities; it is what we have in our homes.
It is beneficial to high-use trails, accessible trails, family trails, or if tourists’
comfort is a key concern; otherwise, it is not all that suitable because of the very
high cost and regular operational upkeep. Toilets with a septic system are sanitary
and can accommodate high use. This system requires a water hook-up, electrical
power, larger land area, and a sturdy building. The building needs a concrete
foundation and the interior should be either finished concrete or tile. Since water
and electricity are required already, include lights, sinks, and electric ventilation as
well.

3.13.6 SHELTERS
A shelter is a structure that protects trail users from climatic conditions such as a
hot sun, strong wind, rain, and snow. A “lean-to” provides the least protection; a
cabin offers the most. Shelters are needed for lengthy trails and winter trails.
A basic lodge/cabin for day-use has a floor, four walls, roof, door, and windows. A
more elaborate shelter may include a toilet, fireplace and wood, tables, chairs, and
running water. Snowmobile clubs have such elaborate shelter cabins. Be sure to
comply with the local building codes.

Lean-to

A “lean-to” is simply a wooden board that leans against two
angled joists. These are placed to block direct exposure
from prevailing wind directions and sun from the south.
A partially enclosed shelter has a raised floor, three walls,
and not quite a complete roof. It is more for overnight use
than day use. It allows campers to stay off a cold or wet
ground and keep warmer and dry when tents will not do. It
is big enough for four to eight campers. These are very rare
in Nova Scotia. The Department of Natural Resources is
currently exploring the best design for these and expects to
have some designs documented in the near future.
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3.13.7 CAMPING
All trails are not obliged to offer camping. Obviously camping is not necessary for
trails in a town setting or ones that take a short time to complete. Camping is
necessary for wilderness and backcountry hiking trails and desirable for lengthy
equestrian, excursion bicycling, cross-country, and snowmobile trails (note: length
is relative to the travel time of each activity). The development and construction of
campsites is governed by the Nova Scotia Tourist Accommodations Act. The
Quality Services section of Tourism Nova Scotia should be contacted to ensure
that proper regulations, inspection, and licensing is followed.

*

Trail Type

Interval
(km)

Hike Wilderness

10

Hike Backcountry

10

Hike Frontcountry

2*

Hike - Day
Use

n/a

Hike - Urban

n/a

Excursion
Biking

20

Mountain
Biking

n/a

Equestrian

20

X-Country
Ski

15

Snowmobile/ATV

40

Dispersed Camping
Dispersed camping is when the users set up camp at random locations where they
please. Campers are to leave the area in the same condition as they found it. This
kind of camping is usually attractive to only experienced campers and done only
on primitive trails having low use. There is no development, however, management is important. Regulations are necessary to stipulate party size, maximum
nights for use, where camping is not permitted, and so on. Monitoring is needed
for areas that show repeat overnight use. Repeat use affects the environment,
which misses the essence of dispersed camping, which is to leave no signs of
human presence on the site. This is most often called “no trace camping.”
Campsites
Campsites are designated locations for overnight use on below-moderate to highuse trails. Campsites reduce the potential for campers to degrade the entire trail
and its environment. They confine the users to certain areas, which localizes
degradation and makes management and maintenance easier. Also, they limit the
number of campers per night.
Select a mixture of open space and woodland sites facing the south or the west
(for the sun to heat and dry). Avoid cool and damp places like river valleys and
swamps. Swamps are also home to those pesky nibblers (mosquitoes and black
flies) that do not make “happy campers.” Stay clear of environmentally sensitive
areas because users spend much more time in an area than travelling past it.
Consider the site in relation to the weather, particularly where winds whip and
trees are susceptible to being hit by lightning.
Locate the sites 61 to 122 metres away from the main trail, far enough to be out of
sight from the trail but convenient enough to get to. Connect the site to the main
trail with a spur trail. There really should not be campsites located within short
distances (not under 2 hours) from parking and roads. Short distances make it too
easy for people to use the campsites on a regular basis. In most cases, trails are for
hiking (or what have you) first and camping second; that is, camping is a
secondary trail activity. A trail system may have only one camping zone or they
may have several at intervals along the trail, so users can plan ahead how far they
choose to travel. The table below gives a general idea of these intervals.

if camping is a primary activity
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The trail’s managers must decide what the maximum length of stay will be, what
amount of privacy is appropriate for the kind of trail, and what kind of comforts
to include. Privacy may be in terms of the distance between tent pads, visibility
and/or how easily other campers are heard. Comforts are things such as fire pits,
picnic tables, overnight shelters, and a washroom versus a privy.
There must be drinkable water nearby. If a natural water source will be used, test
its purity regularly. Campsites on equestrian trails need an area for horses to rest,
hitching posts, and troughs. Snowmobiling campsites need an area to park snowmobiles.
A tent pad is the area within the campsite prepared for campers to set up their
tents. These are to be on deep loam or sandy-loam soils. Remove all rocks,
stumps, and roots from the tent pad and trim low hanging-limbs. Grade the tent
pad to a percentage of 2% to 5% for drainage.
Make 1 to 3 pads per campsite for low-use trails and 4 to 8 for higher use. Make
at least 1 of 8 spacious enough to accommodate large groups.
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